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NEW MEXK9AN REVIEW
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO. THURSDAY. JUNE 27,
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FATHER ALLEGES H
80N WAS MURDERED.

Canuto Ares Causes Warrant to Be
Issued for Daniel Rolbal Who
T
8ayi Killing Was Accident.
TAX
Las Vegas, N. M., Jjne 20. De.The Crop Reporter published by the
claring that because he had refused
White In Daniel Rolbal permission to pay court Samuel Eldodt Chosen Sec-- 1
Department of Agriculture Is Just to Charles Garner Would Have Issues Statement Saying He Superintendent
Increase of Thirty Per Cent hand for the mouth of June and gives
to hla daughter, the youth had shot
stitutes New Method of
Will Keep Hands
retary and Treasurer of
Been Paroled Next Month
the New Mexico crop statistics for the
and killed Eufraclo Ares, bis son,
Over Last Territorial
New Board
month of May. Ou June 1, the condi
Teachers
in
off
Las
Ares
Canuto
Examining
Vegas
yesterday
But He Ran Away'..
Rate.
tion of winter wheat was 88 as against
secured a warrant for Rolbal, charg83 at the same time last year; the
ing murder In first degree and Felipe
THE PENITENTIARY CONTRACTS
condition of winter wheat was 94 as
CAPTURED HIM AT ROSWELL OFFICERS MUSTENFORCE LAW WOMEN AMONG ITS MEMBERS Lopez a deputy sheriff left for Gon
and
ten
05
the
BLOCK against
year
last year,
GOVERNOR PARDONS
a Bmall town, to make the arzales,
average of 89, there being 26,000 acres
rest.
planted, a gain of six per cent over
Are What State Superintendent Alvan The shooting occurred on June 3, Fitk Mining and Milling Com
Had Charles Gardner not escaped If Gambling and Disorder
97
96
aB
N.
last
oats
an
White
believes
will
be
last
against
year;
Suit for $23,000 Salary Being
Import and the victim, who was 10 years of
from the convict road camp In
pany Files Incorporation
Not Suppressed He Will
ant step In the state department of
year and 88 the ten year average, 52,- It
Heard in District
county, three weeks ago he
age, died on the following day.
Papers.
Use
000 acres being planted, a gain of 8
was
Perogative.
education
taken
his
him,
upon
by
was maintained by Rolbal, who is 22
would have been paroled next month.
Court.
per cent; barley 95 as against 99 last Now he must serve two more years
leturn here this week from visit;
of age, that the killing was ac
years
The James Flsk Mining and Milling
year and ten year average of 90, the having been under an Indeterminate
and summer Bchools. in the cidental. The boy, before he died
After debating the question most of
Thirteen mills ta to be the tax levy acreage being 2,000 a gain of 3 per sentence of from two to three years.
northern part of the state. Heretofore, gtated that tne two' hai been fooling Company composed of Eugene Rogau
C. McDonald short
William
yesterday,
and
same
as
last year
L B. Rogun and E. D. Baker, ton
for the drat fiscal year of the new cent; alfalfa 93, the
He had clmost served his two years ly after 8 o'clock last night, Issued a the examination papers of applicants with a small pistol on the range former two of Ft.
than at the same time, and a ten year averWorth, Texas and
state. That Is three mills-morbeen
for
teachers'
have
certificates
In
were
where they
herding the latter of
with his good time allowance when statement In which he
engaged
deplores the sent here and there over the state
Orogrande was Incorpothe last levy made under the terri age of 89 per cent; clover 96 as he ran
and that Rolbal had given the rated
He was caught 110
away.
sheep,
Auten
and
100
a
The
last
year,
of
today.
yea)
company plans to
torial form
against
government. State
holding of the Johnson-'- r lynn fight at to various educators to be read and weapon to him and told him to shoot
miles east of Roswell in what
develop mineral holdings at Orogrande
alitor W. O. Sargent today addressed average of 95; pasture 90 as against
4 but wltl which graded. By this method, the opinion a bullet Into a tree. The younger her
Las
on
July
Vegas
where Mr. Baker, a practical mining
the following letter to the boards of &7 last year, and a ten year average of known aB the Plains Country after, he declares there will be no lnterfer. of only one
grader was obtained and der reRed that they had better save man, Is the resident
a light with deputy sheriffs.
Nu
agent. The com-- 1
county comnilBslonerB of each of the 84; BUgar beets 92 as against 76 last
ence by himself or by the mllltla If the besides the exprcssage to and from the
wolf.
to
was
shoot
a
Then,
one
wounded
the
fight.
cartridge
during
any Incorporates for $300,000 at $1 a
counties:
twenty-siyear; apples 82 as against 85 last year
officers of Las Vegas and of San the department waB a considerable
of
In
to
the
now
the
Is
enroute
Gardner
dying
here
story
share.
according
For the purpose of raising revenue and a ten year average of 68; peaches
Mlgnel county enforce the laws now Item.
Knowing this custom, the youth, Rolbal took the weapon and
New Board Organizes.
to pay appropriations made by law, for 70 as against 81 last year and a ten charge of officers and will be kept in on the statute books.
In many Instances, that
teachers
felt,
of
for
close
confinement
the
74
balance
as
of
began pointing it at him and dancing
Samuel Eldodt of Chamlta, George
67; pears
against
slate purposes and for state, charit year average
It is written, the statement leads their papers in
As
became W. Beck, and Venceslao Jaramillo of
many subjects had not in a circle. Young Ares
able and penal Institutions, I respect 80; cantaloupes 86 as against 83; his term. He is the last eBcaped con- to the Impression that the governor
been fairly and conscientiously grad frightened and tried to seize the gin. El Rite, Porftrlo Abreu of Taos and
fully request that you cause a levy of water melons 85; Canadian peas 91 as vict from Bernalillo county to be re- feels himself without a law to stop ed and
frequent'y asked the depart Just as he grappled with Rolbal the Frank Deigado of Santa Fe county,
mills on the dollar against 86 last year; cabbage 94 as taken and Superintendent McManus the contest so
eleven and one-halong as there Is no gamto be made upon all the taxable prop against 89 last year, and a six year was especially anxious for his cap- bling and no disorders which are dis- ment to have the same reread, which pistol was dlcharged, the bul!et per- members of the new board of regents
meant an additional expense.
of the El Rlto Normal School in Rio
forating the boy's abdomen.
erty within your county; the same average of 86; onions 92 as against 93, ture.
turbing to any of the residents of the
To remedy these and other defects
The boy was carried to his home, Arriba county, met at the state capitol
when collected to be turned Into the and a six year average of 92. The
Gardner was sent up from Chaves Btate.
and expenses connected with this sys- a distance of three miles, where he with the governor this morning to
state treasury to the credit of the first fnrm value of wheat Ib given at $1.01 county last spring, a year ago, after
The statement In full Is as follows:
tem or grading applicant's papers, Su died, after suffering nearly 24 hours. organize the board and to outline the
fiscal year of the state of New Mexico, a bushel against $1.10 last year; corn he pleaded guilty
to stealing fifty
As early as the 9tb of February at
a
treasas
bushel
$1.10
to be distributed by the state
against 97 cents head of horses from the Thompson a reception tendered to me by the citi- perintendent White has made a- thor The tragedy was not reported in Las work of the school for the coming seaof the methods used in Vegas until this morning when the son. They will be In session all day.
last year; oats 69 cents a bushel as ranch. His term was three to four zens
urer as required by law.
of Las Vegas, I expressed my op- ough study
For the purpose of raising revenue against 65 cents; potatoes $1.52 as years. He told the deputies after the position to the then rumored John- - the various states and had a number father informed Assistant District At Samuel Eldodt was chosen secretary
of conferences with state superintend torney Charles Hedgcock.
for the various sinking funds and the against $1.08; hay $10.80 a bale as
The fath- and treasurer. Colonel Jaramillo is
n
capture that he fled while one of the
fight. The public press quotbold-ovpayment of Interest on the state debt, against $11.50 last year; butter 35 guards was asleep.
ed me correctly in the main as to my ents at the St. Louis meeting last er does not incline to the view that the only Republican and the only
of the board.
I respectfully request that you cause a cents a pound as against 29 cents
He yesterday announced the shooting was accidental. He says
February.
Since he had been out i.e had been stated opinion.
New Mexico Penitentiary Contracts.
mills on the last year; eggs 25 cents a' dozen as
levy of one and one-hal- f
March 11th begun the first session that he would appoint a state commis- Rolbal wished to marry bis daugh
stea'lng horseB along the territory
The following contracts, amounting
dollar to be made upon all the taxable against 21 cents; chickens 15 cents a
of the New Mexico state legislature. sion of examiners, who will come to ter and that he refused to allow him
covered.
a total of $24,324.50, were awarded
to
the pound as against 12.5 cents a pound.
property within your county;
The father
He was first noted at the Flnley Shortly after that two bills were intro- this city and, under the direct super to come near his home.
the board of penitentiary commisInto
be
turned
same when collected to
by
Hogs $7.20 a hundred as against $6.00; ran h
of
of
vision
the
one
Rolbal
the
education,
thinks
that
department
duced;
legalizing
prize fights,
revenge Inspired
Thursday, where he stole $40, a
sioners:
the state treasury to the credit of the beef cattle $5.30 as against $4.90; mut
the
of
all
The
other
former
to
son.
his
papers
shoot
grade
forbidding.
applicants,
passed
and Winchester. The peofirst fiscal year of the state of New ton $4.60; wool 13 cents a pound;
Chas. If eld A Co., Las Vegaa.
the House both were smothered in who may take the examination this
ple out that way at once notified the
Mexico to be distributed by the state sweet potatoes $2.85; bran $33.90.
2,000 lbs. dried apples.
the
Senate
committee.
summer.
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sh rift s office and his force was at
treasurer by law.
Chaa. ,llfeld Co., Albuquerque.
Driest State In the Union.
On the 11th day of May the attorney
STATESMAN- DEMOCRATIC
Superintendent John Milne, of Al
once on his trail. Deputies Loveless
2500 lbs. Navy beans; 40 lbs. green
Complying with an order of the
of New Mexico, the law officer buquerque, Superintendent J. B. Taylor
The precipitation for the first Ave and
N
general
SHIP.
Browning first sighted Gardner at of the state, gave an
Star
, Sheep Sanitary Board, bs required by months
tea; 5 cases washing powder.
as
Is given at 3.47 Inches
opinion to the
Demlng and Mrs. Nora Brumback,
Phoenix, Ariz., June 25. It
Plalnvlew. He saw them and waved
Sec. 9, Chap. 55, Laws 1903, you ore
Naptha; 4 cases concentrated lye.
district attorney of San Miguel coun- and Mrs. L. Logue of Raton were ap
7.26
3.99 Inches In Arizona;
author- on
was
against
today
reported
mills
them.
followed
on
of
his gun at
They
eight
requested to cause a levy
Gross-Kell- y
& Co., Las Vegas.
ty bearing directly on the above menInches in Colorado; 16.24 inches In
as the members of the state
ity of a high source that a sec- - X
cow-boto be made upon each dollar of the
at a
for seven tioned fight wherein he used the fol- pointed
500 lbs. breakfast bacon; 10 dozen
California; 25.31 Inches In Mississippi, miles. regular could not gait
commission of examiners, and wftl
ond special session of the Ari- assessed value of all sheep assessed and an
catch
with
up
They
brooms; 35 cases corn; 3500 lbs. coflowing language:
average for the United States
take up the work of the commission X zona legislature w ill be called
'
within your county; the same when
him for 20 or 25 miles and when fhey
"If there were no statutory defini- about Ju'y 1st. Aside from Mrs. X by Governor Hunt, probably in
fee; 300 IbB. crackers; 150 lbs. black
of 12.74 Inches.
collected to be turned into the state
did bo It was out on the open plains.
1500 lbs. prunes; 5 cases Sa- tion whatever of what constitutes au Brumback's and Mrs.
pepper;
Losses.
X
November.
Logue's splen
Crop
He saw they were gaining on him. affray, there would be more room to
treasury to the credit of the Sheep
polio; 14 boxes Lenox soap; 450 gal.
In corn 41.2 per cent loss is noted
Sanitary Fund.
He got off his horses, and took to the contend that the proposed fight would did qualifications for the work, the
syrup (2 gal. Jackets) ; 1000 lbs. Dukes
61
cent
of
women
this
thus
state
the
felt
being
per
far,
superintendent
I respectfully call your attention to
down.
brush
for
In
Is
bo
a
than
violation
there
of
law
sage
protection, lying
Mixture; 4 gross pants buckles; 2000
2 per cent from
of
from
IS
lack
VALLEY
should
or
the
moisture,
be
ESTANCIA
of
state
172
No.
represented
the provisions of Senate Hill
When the officers were about 300 the presence of such a statute as the
yds. canton flannel 30 In.; 2000 lbs.
4 per cent
from
CONDITION.
IN
excessive
GOOD
moisture,
this
commission.
Superinimportant
as amended, In regard to scnooi levies.
Oak tan sole leather.
one above quoted, but the legislature
12 per cent from heat and hot yards from him, Gardner opened fire,
Sofor
Inst
tendent
White
left
frost,
night
Respectfully yours,
H. B. Cartwrlght & Bro., Santa Fe.
Love'ess' horse's hoof. having given this statutory definition,
is In good con
Estancia
The
winds, 8 per cent from insect pests Just grazing
valley
corro
where
to
and
thence
W. 0. SARGENT,
Carrlzozo,
50 lbs. Baking powder, 5 lb. cans;
it must be held that any other Is exto G. H. Van
and the remainder from defective Loveless returned the fire.
this
dltlon
year
according
will
Auditor
this
State
week.
he
institutes
visit
Grind
p
lbs. Mexican
beans; 1000 lbs.
Seeing that he was trapped the es- cluded.
of the Hughes Mer
seed and plant disease. In wheat, 25.8
president
Stone,
State Fundi,
to
corn meal; 1250 lbs. lard compound
"If public sentiment Is opposed
cent loss is recorded, of which 61 caped convict surrendered, holding up
cantile Company stores at Estancia
per
9
N.
O.
Marron
Ib.
lbs. hominy;
1500
mifst
be
State Treasurer
these exhibitions, the niucdy
(50
cases);
cent Is froii drouth, 12 per cent his bunds. .
and other points in the valley who, cases
Domino matches; 750 lbs. macareceived frvn .amc Ward'm T. per
CLEVELAND GRAYS WILL
supplied by the people through their
arand
Vaa
Stone
children,
from excessive moisture; 4 per cent
to
with
Mrs.
Prison.
Barela
Brought
1000 lbs. dried peaches; 1500 lbs.
C. de Baca, $73.50 for the game proBE HERE JULY 5.
representatives in the legislature by
from frost; 7 per cent from plant dis
rived here last evening on a short roni; 20 boxes
Jose Caslmlra Barela, under sen
of distinct and unmistakable stat
r.ce;
Ivory soap; 30OO lbs- The famous Cleveland Grays,
tection fund.
business trip.
ease; 3.5 per cent rrom insect pesis tence of from one to five years for way
5000 lbs. granulated sugar;
150 strong, who were here from
Bankruptcy Hearing.
came over by automobile table salt;
and 9 per cent from ynknown causes. murder was brought to Santa Fe this utory prohibition."
The
party
60 cases tomatoes.
On the 28th day of May I sent a spe
Federal Judge Pope has signed an In potatoes the loss has been 66.5 per
Cleveland, Ohio, the day Presiand did not suffer a single auto mismorning from Colfax county by Sheriff cial message to the legislature request
J. Dendahl, Santa Fe, N. M.
dent Roosevelt was In Santa Fe,
order giving August 5 as the final day
on the entire trip. Tbey declared
of which 47.5 per cent was from Abe Hlxenbaugh and
cent,
hap
In
the
placed
250 yds. light drills; 250 yds. heavy
of hearing In the bankruptcy case of
will arrive on July 5, at 12:20
ing it to take some action and closed
It was one of the prettiest drlvea In
6.5 per cent from excessive state penitentiary.
drouth,
was
hand
Barela
Ve200 yds. sheeting.
as
follows:
p. m., to witness the De VarOeorge J. Fredericks of East Las
northern New Mexico and that the drills; N.
moisture; 1.8 per cent from frost; 4.1 culled and closely guarded but gave no
"It seems to me, however, that the
Salmon, Santa Fe, N. M.
gas pageant. They will remain
88i 1: per cent from hot winds; 8 per cent trouble.
was beautiful.
scenery
30 gross shirt buttons.
circumstances now demand that some
until 5:35 p. m. Their plans at
Federal Court.
an
indicates
exception
from plant disease; 4.4 per cent from
Everything
Capitol Custodian Board.
action be taken Immediately to the
first allowed only for two hours
Sellgman Bros., Santa Fe.
Judge W. H. Pope of the federal Insect pests and 27.7 per cent from unally good year In the valley," said Mr.
The capitol custodian board will or- end that the citizens of New Mexico
2000 yds. blue denim; 200 yds. crash
visit here, but hearing of the
court has admitted to practice In that known causes. In May the loss thus
Van Stone. "We have had an abundof
W.
Fe,
Santa
with
J.
Mayes
ganize
arDe Vargas pageant, they
court: H. D. Terrel and Harry L. Pat- far this year has been 25 per cent, 61 chairman. R. P. Ervien is the statu may understand what the legislative
ance of rain thus far and what crops toweling.
Grunsfeld Bros., Albuquerque.
body represents In regard to the' subranged to stay all afternoon.
ten of Clovis, and Elisha V. Long of per cent of this being from drouth, 14
were planted are doing fine while the
Frank Butts Is the ject herein mentioned. I, myself, real1500 yds. ticking A. C. A.
tory secretary.
The Grays travel In luxurious
East Las Vegas.
Is good and there is sufficient
cent fro mexcesslve moisture, 3.7 third member. The following two
grass
per
extent
J. H. Gerdes, Santa Fe.
to
full
the
the obligation
izing
style.
They will occupy thirwater for stock."
Special Tax Payera Must Apply.
per cent from frost, 10 per cent from guards were appointed: Francisco Or- of my oath and my responsibility to
40 gross suspender buttons.
teen cars, two of them dining
Internal Revenue Collector Manuel hot winds, 1.2 per cent from plant dls- - tiz Baca and Manuel Ortls
y
f Rodri- the people of New Mexico, do not hesiF. E. Nudlng, Santa Fe.
cars, one an assembly car for
B. Otero has given orders that all spe2.4 per cent from Insect pests
SERVES THAT KIND OF
4,000 tons screened lump coal.
guez.
tate to recommend that such action be
six sleepers,
entertainments,
cial tax payers In New Mexico and and 6.9 per cent from unknown causes.
JUST RIGHT.
BUSINESSMEN
'
J. Pftueger, Santa Fe.
tuken as will surely prevent this prize
one observation car, and three
Arizona must have their applications
500 lbs. light kip leather.
so far as possible forever forand
as
one
fitted
fight
cars,
on
up
C.
business
baggage
26.
E.
Costa
in before commencing
Pueblo. Colo., June
bid any such contest being held on
Cudahy Packing Co.
a commissary, another as
a
WOMEN'S FEDERATION
a Denver business man who was rob
July 1.
600 lbs. Oleomargine.
New Mexico soli."
DISCUSSES DIVORCE.
kitchen and the third carrying
Pardoned By Governor.
bed of money, diamonds and Jewelry
acArmour & Co, Trinidad, Colo.
Neither House took any further
private baggage.
amounting to about $1,500 In Pueblo
Governor McDonald haB pardoned.;
2,000 lbs,
30,000 lbs. fresh
beef;
tion than already mentioned.
Calif., June 25.
San
Francisco,
arrived
KXXXXXXXXXXXXXXS
a
half
ago,
and
a
had
about
who
year
John Block of Santa Cruz,
2,000 lbs. welne wurst
The fight promoters, backed and enwill be the main
accused Peart Book, arrested pork sausages:
and
here
been found guilty In the district court, Three big topics
Leo Hersch, Santa Fe.
couraged by a few citizens who seem CAPTAIN MURRAY HAS
the seshere Saturday, aB the woman who robof an assault with a deadly weapon In themes of discussion during
65,000 lbs. flour.
ed to consider that they were beyond
of
BIRD. bed him. She declared she had never
NEW
KIND
OF
a ditch fight with a man named Bustos sions of the General Federation
Bond 4 Nohl Co, Espanola.
the reach of the law, kept steadily on,
seen Costa before. Costa made a
at Santa Cruz, and had been fined $100 Women's Clubs which will convene Unique Suit Involved Several
250 lbs. red chill.
presuming as I believe that there was
to Pueblo during Februbusiness
Has
trip
Roswell
at
Warden
and costs. Block had appealed and formally her tonight. These subjects
Game
Deputy
law to stop them. Were they JustiVillages on Big Land Grant no
are:
ary, 1911, and just as he was about to PROGRESSIVE PARTY
the appeal was pending.
Hybrid Pheasant of the Chinese
fied in that belief? The attorney gentake a train for Denver he met a wom
The Owens bill to create a national
Neck
Alarmed
Persuasion.
and
Incorporation,
People
Ring
were.
The
eral said they
legislature
GETTING UNDER WAY.
an and was induced to accompany her
papers were filed bureau of health, a measure now be
Incorporation
there would be no more law
said
that
he
awoke
When
house.
to
toa
the
rooming
fore Congress;
suffrage question,
with the corporation commission
(Roswell Morning News)
Have
on the subject.
the following day all of his valuables Various States Report That They
day by The Foote Company of Albu- and marriage and divorce laws.
DIFFICULTY IS SETTLED
Captain M. S. Murray, deputy game
The question now Is: Does the situ
Undertaken Organizations;
woman.
was
the
as
were
$250,-00missing
1b
querque. The capitalization
ation justify extraordinary exercise ol warden, is a really happy man. Cap
Osborn 8ends Message.
divided into 2,500 shares. The
the power of the chief executive ot tain Murray gets his butter, eggs,
Chicago, 111., June 25. Progressive
cera
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
B.
A.
stockfor
Renehan, attorney
chicken and squab for the table first
DIED
the state?
paid up capital ia $5,000. The
GUS SOLIGNAC
party headquarters for Illinois were optain group of residents on the Tram-pa- s There are several questions Involv- hand. To make a long story short, X YOUNG DE BORD GETS
holders and directors are: Robert A.
IN ST. LOUI8 HOTITAL.
ened today in the Congress hotel.
POST.
AN IMPORTANT
X
re- ed
Taos
land
in
30
county,
The
answer.
grant,
a
shares;
in reaching
McCormlek announced the open-in- g
proper
Foote, Albuquerque,
Captain Murray besides being deputy X
clime of New
the
From
sunny
to
a
visit
from
turned
of
this
local
authorities
shares.
6
morning
Is
a
Is:
the
of
Santa
chief
Will
poulFe,
and it was said that permanent
game warden,
something
Hughle L, Foot,
Former Santa Fe Attorney
fields
Ice
off
to
far
the
the big grant where all difficulties be- Las Vegas and San Miguel county en- try fancier on a small scale. He has X Mexico
William Wiley Burden, five shares.
officers would be chosen later. Leadto Fever ContractIs a change that few
tween the residents on the grant and force the laws of the state now on the
until X of Alaska,
In
ers In the new party said today they
The statutory agent is A. B. Roberted In Philippines.
experimented
a
time
In
life
X
make
persons
the owners of the laud were finally
statute books?
would not take any active steps toson.
he has secured an excellent type of
Dr. S. D. Swope has Just rebut that Ib the change which
If they do this there will be no In cross between China ring neck pheasward organization in this state until
Suit for Divorce.
turned to Demlng, from St.
X Marshal De Bord, stenographer
O. N. Marron and Charles C. Catron, terference from me with the mltiia or
after the Baltimore convention.
In the district court today suit for
ants and the ordinary hen. The" lit- - X in the office of the U. S. sur- Louis, where he went accomin
conthe
visited
also
and
grant
the, otherwise. Should they fail
attorneys,
Massachusetts Men Revolt.
divorce was filed by Viola S. Reld
ones now a month old are vigorous X
panying Gus Solignac to the
veyor general, will make at
Interests of their respective clients. It ditiona dangerous to the welfare of t'e
Boston, Mass., June 25. A number
SlsterB' hospital at that place.
against Joseph W. Raid. The petitionlong legged, close feathered, and very
once as the result of an order
several
are
seems
or
there
In
that
villages
its
as
laws,
state
the
so
of delegates from this state to the Reexpressed
er is a resident of Santa Fe and
Mr. Solignac 1ms since died of
X received yesterday. Tne cnange,
on the grant and the residents of intolerable to the
citizens active.
national convention have
publican
was the respondent, but he la at presneck
a
of
sets
Two
the
China
with
ring
It,
softening of the brain. Mr.
carries
X however,
those villages feared that their muni- of San Miguel county occur, then all
called a meeting In this city next Satent supposed to be In Blsbee, Arizona.
for
relensed
the
In
been
have
Solignac was at one time a
much
pheasants
higher position
cipal rights might be Jeopardized. the power that can possibly be invok
urday to consider the advisability of
The couple were married at Silver City
prominent attorney of New
These towns are OJosoreo, Canada de ed by the executive branch of our state country propogatlon, one set on the X government service and a sat
In 1906 and have a five yoar old daughjoining in n iiiuvoiMnii iu
on the X ary that many men of mature
Mexico.
He was one of three
other
and
Oasis
the
ranch,
and
t.
Llano
los Alamos, Trampas, Valle,
government will be used to suppress
The petitioner
party in support oi iiieuuuiu huvbo-velter, Margaret Emma.
attorneys who had charge of
were held In and destroy the evil and vice attend- Hamilton ranch. Captain De Bremond X years do not earn. Mr. De Bord
ChamlBal.
Meetings
that
and
Btates
has
alleges
the famous Friars' land case
each of these towns and the people ant upon the gathering together of has also raised these birds for propo- X is only 20 years old but he
Osborn Sends Telegram.
the respondent has been a lawyer, a
established a reputation, for
in the Philippines. While in
were assured that their possessions certain objectionable factors, and tho gatlon on his own ranch.
forest ranger and saloonkeeper.
Lansing, Mich., June 23. Governor
the
and
work
and
careful
Mr. Solignac
enthusiastic X hnrd
Is
In any state saved from the disgrace that all
the
with
be
Interfered
Philippines,
not
Murray
would
Captain
Chase S. Osborn has sent a' telegram
In the district court before Judge
contracted a fever from- which
about the prospect for the develop- X fact that ho has been selected
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time giving the entryman a much betceiving himself. Every IndicaAttorney General.
X St. LouiB, Rocky Mountain and
first step towards the establishment and there are those who can put things treasurer of Quay county, as to which
ter opportunity to provide for the
tion is that the revolutionary,
of a state wide course which the legis- - over when the public Is looking; the you have asked my opinion.
X Pacific. Or the American Lumneeds of himself and family and to obsocialistic, anarchistic elements
A"
Or the Silver City
ber Mill.
Mr. Pen r son says that be has ad
lature and the state school board even- - other way,
that have been preaching clasB
taining the wherewith necessary for
It is now weil known that not more
All have
Politics and strange bedfellows are vertised the first half of the delin- - than one case of rheumatism In ten
X Cottage Sanitarium.
the improving of his land."
k
tually will make compulsory.
hatred, will receive a
"new party" quent taxes for 1911 according
to
associated.
X succeded where home capital
Tbls
always
these
By
teaching
highly Important
that will curb them for many
any Internal treatment what-la'he merit, at least, of possessing
X would have failed miserably.
that the last half Is now delin-!-- . requiresm th.t i nodorl i a. free an- subiects. the bovs and the
in
years to come.
THE
JANUARY
SESSION.
New Mexico's
X
rural districts are spurred to active all the earmarks of politics,
help must
quent, but on July 5th he will writs nnpttnn nf rhnmherlaln'a
Liniment
The New Mexican yesterday pub
With
X come from the outside.
interest in their surroundings and in- - After a" 11 hasn't been the defeat tax sales certificates to cover all Teal and massaging the parts at each appll-estat- e
lished
W.
in
full,
the
of
Frank
of
has
opinion
X all of Its wonderful natural rewhich shows not to have been cation, Try K and see how quickly It
Roosevelt, Blmply.
stead of becoming tired of life in the
It been the
THE PLANNING OF AN IDEAL
Clancy, the attorney general, In which
X sources, It Is not
country, they become strong workers defeat of the corrupt forces which BBtlsfled before that date, these cer- - w11 reneve the pain and soreness.
TOWN.
he declared that the constitution
behind
we,e
to
and
X It can not grow and prosper
which uiicaies running 10 uuay county: anu Sold by all druggists.
for the betterment of conditions. The
Roosevelt,
The planning of an ideal town coBts
positively provided for another sesX unless outside capital comes
faculty of the college has taken the he extended special favors when he he asks whether thoBe certificates
sion of the legls'ature to begin on the nothing.
X and outside people help.
should be for all taxes against properstand that It Is due the boys and girls was President of the United States.
It
The making of an Ideal
town is that they be given every opportunity
It is the defeat of the Harvester ty, or merely for the first half which SEVEN PERSONS SERIOUSLY
second Tuesday of next January at 12
X has been thus from the first,
IN STRIKE RIOT.
WOUNDED
o'clock noon and that there was abso- cheaper in the end than the remodel to learn the fundamentals
X from the day of the Conquista-dore- s
In the Trust, which already has been exiled has been advertised. He adds that he
X
down to the present.
lutely no way In which such a session ing of a town that is permitted to sciences that Dertaln to their everv ''om Missouri and condemned by the understands the law that he should
X
There are a number of big
could be constitutionally
day lives and are so vital to them- - nation. It Is the defeat of the Steel make such certificates to cover all de--, Woman and Small Boy Among Those
prevented. eiow any way n pieases.
But tne planning must precede tho selves and to the state. The develop- - Trust, which tried, In the person of Unquent taxes for the whole year, and
Shot By Special Deputies at
X propositions pending In New
This was the assertion made by the
Hastings. N. Y.
X Mexico at the present day, for
ment of agricultural resources In New Perkins, to put a purchased dictator for this view there Is foundation in
New Mexican at the time other news- making.
The world has outgrown the dayB Mexico is dependent upon scientific on a throne. It is a defeat for the the statute as I will hereinafter In
X which there is likely financial
papers In the state, advised from what
when anything could succeed without farming and upon scientific and eco- - McCormicks, who are the Harvester' dicate.
X assistance, because of the faHastings on tne Hudson, N. Y., Junesources, we do not know, were con
being planned. Towns, like business, i'omlcal management
X vorable laws passed by the
both on the Trust, and who used their great or- - I think, however, that Mr. PearBon 24. Seven persons, Including a worntending that there would be no ses- - cannot
prosper In these days of com lands and In the homeB. The College an, the Chicago Tribune, la an effort has overlooked some of the provisions an and a small boy, were Bhot this
X first State Legislature. There
slon In January. The New Mexican
some definite plan, officials realize more fully than any to hoodwink the public and
X Is the big Urton Lake Carey
bring ot the act of 1899 under which the ad- - afternoon in a Clash between strikers
read the provisions of the constitution petition without
except Jt be by accident and accidents one else, that the proper place to be-- about the destruction of
X Act Irrigation proposition, and Jlon that
vertlsement of delinquent taxes Is and special deputies guarding the
subject carefully and also was are ten times oftener unfortunate than
or he would not fall into the tlonal Conduit and Cable Company's
X several almost as large Recgin the training of the boys and girls traditions.
advised !n regard to the matter by fortunate.
Is
defeat
of
It the
error of thinking that he could make works, where a strike has been in pro- X lamation projects in San Juan X some of the ablest
rnbhlc, as
better'
of
the
newer
and
in
the
country
attorneys who
Scribner's Magazine for July Is al
such certificates to cover anything ex- - gress. The woman proDaoiy was mor-ceX and other counties.
There is X
is In the country school. In tlngulshed from the public,
write the constitution.
most entirely given to a series of connection with the courses, as out- It Is a defeat of the Idea that a
X the project of railroads from X helped
the taxes regularly advertised. tally wounded, and all the others are
matter
The
of more than passing articles
is
by high authorities on tho
X Farmington to Gallup, from X
the superintendent of extension slonate utterance, a passionate deed, is By Bectlon 23 ot chapter 22 of the in a serious condition. The others
in
It
serves
show
that
to
X importance
planning and building of the Ideal has begun the organization of Boys right because It can win tho following laws of 1899 It Is provided that after wounded were strikers or sympathlz-receivln- g
X Tucumcari to Texas, from
once again most conclusively, that for town.
the amount for which real ers. So far as could be learned, the
X
to El Paso, from Roswell X Information
and Girls Industrial Clubs. Since the of
people,
about
matters,
especially
X to Torrance. There Is the . X
Similarly, the June number of a first of February, fifty-fou- r
clubs have1 Boat of all, it Is the defeat of the estate Is sold, the collector shall exe- - Bhots were fired by the' guards and not
to the state capital,
matters
pertaining
magazine devoted to city planning, been organized In the sixteen counties idea thnt a politician may hide behind cute and deliver to the purchaser a cer- - returned by the strikers. The boy
X working of the Hagan coal
the New Mexican always and under "The American
of sale which among other Jured was playing in the streets,
X fields, the building of railroad
of respectable platitudes and further his
City," is filled entirely with an aggregate membership
all circumstances publishes the facts with an account
own ambition, at whatever cost to tho things must show that the property!
of work done by 800.
X shops
at Deming, of a big
as they are and can be relied upon to women In
was
numIn
sold
for taxes and the amount LIBEL SUIT AGAINST
American
Ideals.
In
city
the Burro mounX smelter
that
About 500 boys ane girls have plont- highest
building.
give Its readers the truth.
thereof. Obviously the collector ;s
ber, the work done
the Woman's ed each a half acre In grain and a
X tains, a big tourist hotel at SanDENVER POST DELAYED.
In other words, the paper to read, Board of Trade of by
Santa Fe occupies sixteenth In peanuts under direction
X ta Fe, a few of many proposiFloriculture and plant nurseries are certifying to the fact of a Bale, and
if you are interested in the happen- no
unimportant place, In an article nf the superintendent of extension. industries that should thrive In New cannot include in that certificate any
X tions dependent altogether up
ings of the state capital, is the New by Mrs. N. B. Laughlln of this
X on the attitude of New Mexicity. The experiment is a contest to se9 Mexico.
The census bureau has Just statement of taxes except those for Denver, Colo.. June 24. The first
Mexican, the oldest dally newspaper
But It all goes tr- mow iat think wno can produce tne most ana nest issued a bulletin In which are sum- - vhleh the property was actually sold. of the three suits for libel brought by
X co toward capital and the outIn the state.
X come of the election In Noveming men and women the world over, on the least land. The remaining 300 marlzed the reports of 10,(114 florist es- That certificate must stnte the fncts as W. Q. Evans, president of the Denver
are giving much attention
to city who are all girls, have entered a con tablishments producing $35,000,0 0 0 a Lhey exist when the sale Is completed. Tramway Company, against P. G.
X ber.
IB
22 ot the same act is one fils and H. H. Tammen, proprietors of
Democratic
The
Roswell
News
X
The Constitutional
building. The mon beautiful, sanl- - test in bread making and sewing, year, and 5,582 nurseries, producing
ConvenIt tary, attractive you make Santa Fe, Prizes will be awarded to the winners. 821,051,000 a year. New Mexico
is which provides for sales to the coun- - the Denver Post, was called today. On
rrequently fair in its statements.
X tion and the first State LegisIs astonishingly frank, for Instance, to, the more worth-whll- !
residents it will These Clubs are organized and direct- - credited with 14 florist establishments ty and for tha making of certificates a motion of the attorney for the de- X lature dominated by Republiadmit In Its editorials this week:
attract. The man of means seeking ed by the Superintendent of Kxten- - producing $31,000 a year, as against B therefor, and does not indicate that fendnnts, Jidge Hurbert L, Shattuck
X cans have given assurance of
"It is well to rtemember, however, a new home certain!? will not pick out slon of the College and It Is the belief ten years ago before producing $4,000 they shall be In any way different 0rdered a continuance until next Mon-froX the square deal to people, to
that there Is an element In the Demo- for hImKelf an unhraithful,
the certificates described in the dny The aU8enca of several wlt- X tax payers, to enterprise, to
Immoral, that they will do some excellent work, worth of flowers, The state has 17
cratic party which Is but little less unsanitary location.
They choose their own officers. The nurseries producing $9,000, a ngninst noxt section, to state it uirrereniiy, nesses wob given as reason,
X capital.
certificate Is as to the
the
collector's
Tedradical than the wildest-eyeover n in vphcs before nrodurlna IO.O00.
Santa Fe should hustle tn ept inln rural teachers are supervisors
It remains only for New MexX
fact of a Bale, and should certify noth
dywlnk in Chicago today, and should the same class with, rtvlc centers like these Industrial clubs and In this wayl
j
X ico to give, a rousing RepubMrs. M. A. McLaughlin, 512 Jny St.,
their counsel or lack of counsel be'Pasadena, Santa ruirliara, and otherl they have an opportunity to get close1
now on, until the Iculslature ing except what actually took place
X lican majority on November
heeded In the Baltimore convention, towns which without one quarter the to the home lives of every pupil and meets In January, the press and eoun-th- when the sale was made. The certif LiiCross, Wis., writes, that she suffered
X 5, and the new state will rapidDemocrats can easily cast aside fundamental advantages that nature to teach agriculture and domestic ty officials through It, should dlscusB icates should properly be made Imme- all kinds of palng In her back and
X ly come into Its own.
hips on account of kidney trouble and
the sale.
all the advantage that the present has bestowed unon finntn Fb have nut. science in the most practical way.
X
;the salaries problem, especially as ap- diately afternot covered by what Mr. rheumatism. "I got some of Foley
Although
Republican defection brings them. The grown this ancient Copltal In beauty,
from piled to the county in which the parThe work Is commendable
Pearson asks, what he says forceB up Kidney Pills ami after taking thorn
record of history reveals the fact in morality, In sanltarlness and there-- , every
Blandpolnt and It Ib tho opinion tlcular paper is published, IIIn each on
New Mexico has 2S3 printing estab- that the fteOUllliCan defection nn thn fnro In nnnnlallnn an1 nrnu.,nlti.
- .I-- , u..
my mind the consideration of an for a few dnys there was a wonderfuln
n..n.ltHn Attw nnrl In
lishments valued at $.".88,782, producing beels of a convention Is far from belngl It l8 a business proposition purely, 'teachings of these two important ly recognized thnt assessment, popn- - other important question, and that is change n my case, for the pain enu i u.
a..u u.p.
my
to wnetner tne law autnonzes an- - ureiy
lncm difficulties are all i
8(467,739 annually. There are but few a defection at voting time, and the Just as Scribner's nuts it when It
m,.,un, ,,r th.
- -- .."I. fnetnr. thnt mnl he understood
before vertisemeni ana suie ui pmiw. lf, im um..n... mo.o .
f a
manufacturing industries in tne new Democrats want to make their nomina-- , says:
n,,r,iv .,.hnni n, rniio
state that reach these sums and give tlon Just as If there were perfectl "If for no other reason, therefore the ture will greatly Increase the produc- - a fairly equitable county salary bill delinquent taxes more than once for Foley Kidney PlIlB. For Bale by all
J""""'
tax8' 1 am ot oplnlon that drjE8iBt..
unity in tho camp of the opposition." model town must be considered, or-- tivenesu of the lands and do excellent can be drafted.
employment to as many men.
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first Monday in November In each
of his own boyhood, of the itruggleslCORPORATION COMMISSION
even numbered year."
of bis parents In a county and one of
READY FOR BUSINESS,
EXERCISES OF
The present year Is an even num- GRADUATION
GOVERNOR WILL
the central states which boasted that
bered j ear, aud clearly we must have
It bad only three Catholic families, Asks Chambers of
Commerce and
a general election In November next.
yet, how the seven grown sons and
Boards of Trade to Submit
BE
There can be no doubt that there
MICHAEL'S COLLEGE daughters of that family still cling to
DECIDE MONDAY
Rate Complaints,
must he a session of the legislature
the faith of their father and mother."
beginning at twelve o'clock, noon, on
In
(Applause.)
conclusion, he dwelt
The corporation commission has
the second Tuesday of next January.
on the thought, that the graduates of
Attorney General Clancy
sent the following circular letter to Las
Very respectfully,
St.
It
Michael's
should
make
Vegas Will Then Learn
College
L orel to Auditorium Crowded With Representative
FRANK W. CLANCY,
Renders Opinion of
easier for poor hoys to attain such ed chambers of commerce In each New
Whether
Prize Fight Is
Mexico
town:
.
Orator-MedaE.
General
Audience
P. Davies Commencement
Attorney
ucational advantages as St. Michael's
ls
Importance
Holloman vs. Lelb,
with Gentlemen:
Be
to
how
college
should,
offers;
they
Stopped
and Honor Bestowed
Year.
The state corporation commission
gifts and endowments, enable the colThe syllnbiiB in the contest case of
to
Invites
the
attention
of
to
shippers
so
Its
extend
work
lege
that Santa
Reed Holloman vs. Thomas D. Lelb,
GOVERNOR
OPINION
ASKS
The last commencement of the year, junior class, donated by Mr. Leo Fe would have a great Catholic univer the fact that they are establishing TWO BIG MINING COMPANIES
dismissed by the supreme court reIn
be In- and now have In process of organlza
how
should
eveSt.
this
work
of
Michael's
that
last
Hersch. Won by Frank Gaines; sec- sity;
college,
cently, without prejudice, and because
cluded vocational
training, the one Hon a rate department of the commis
to take jurisdiction, ning, crowded tbe spacious auditorium ond In merit; Alejandro Esplnosn.
court
declined
the
Stories
to
Newspaper
Contrary
of Loretto academy. The stage and
Gold medal for general excellence, grent need of New Mexico In order to sion, the express companies, etc., op. New System of Accounting; For
Is as follows:
Have Nothing to Sustain
develop to the fullest Its possibilities, eretlng within the Jurisdiction of the
A proceeding by In formation in the i'l'oscenlum were tastefully decorated third college class, donated
by Mr.
County Officials Being
the one great, consuming dream aud commission, and to revise all ' rates
Their Assertions.
;
'
nature of quo warranto to try title to for theIn occasion. Banners and pen- Adolf Scllgman. Won by Sabino
endeavor of Archbishop
Pltaval. fcund to be unreasonable, discriminadants
and
Inscribed
white
Prepared.
purple
second
In
Arthur
is
Hesch.
not a proceeding
a public office,
merit,
Storms of applause swept over the tory or phohlbltlve, and bring about
with the words: "St. Michael's," were
Gold
medal
for
as
general excellence, audience
"There can be no doubt that there against the officer
such, but Is con
at frequent Intervals as Mr. such
from the center
of the
as may be found
Governor McDonald last evening at
must be a session of tbe legislature fined in lis scope to an Inquiry as to suspended and other
Davies spoke.
stage celling
vantage point. Mr Dayd Lowltzk, ' Awar(led
necessary.
tended a meeting of tbe Commercial
at
Is
12
o'clock
whether
the
on
the
noon,
beginning
person
lawfully hold- with ribbon streamers forming gar
Had s Successful Year.
A complete file of freight, express
Club at Las Vegas and assured tbe
next In merit, Jose,
Becond Tuesday of next January.''
ing" the office.
Under Brother Edwards' guidance, and passenger tariffs of all companies members that upon his return from
lands. In front of, and below the foot Kugene Tipton;
In these words, Attorney General
Under the provisions of Sec. 15 of
St. Michael's college has had a rrost
were banked potted plants and Lucero.
in1b
lights,
Mora on Monday afternoon, he would
within
the
state
being
operating
Frank W. Clancy In an opinion re- Art 6 of the constltulon the chief jus- cut flowers In
Gold medal for general excellence. successful year,
during the term hav
profusion. The pupils
a definite statement as to whethgeneral rate situation
quested by the governor today, de- tice of this court has powe.- - to desig eat In front to one side of the hall and second Intermediate class, donated ing enrolled 125 and more boarding stalled, and the
clares that the constitution absolutely nate any district judge la the stale In the first row of seats sat Brother by Francesco Delgado. Awarded to students. The institution Is one of affecting the entire state will be gone er he would prevent the prizefight, by
into thoroughly by the commission as force, it necessary.
In merit, Franprovides that the winter session must to hold court in any district whenever Edward, the president of the
great material benefit to the city, and soon as
college, Antonio Otero; second
State Funds.
The shippers,
practicable.
be held. The attorney general, In the the public business may
certainly, of Inestimable educational however, will
with the faculty, visiting priests and cisco Anchando.
requite,
State Treasurer O. N. Matron has
fully
course of his opinion, refers to certain whether the requirement arises out
appreciate the
Gold medal for general excellence, value to the commonwealth. It Is conof honor, while to the very last
guests
magnitude of this undertaking which received from Game Warden T. C. da
stories to the contrary which appeared of an undue accumulation ol bnsln tss. seat and even
standing, were crowded third Intermediate class, donated by ducted by the Christian Brothers and will
in Albuquerque newspapers, and says or
necessarily involve much time Baca $21 for the game protection fund
reason of the disqualification of a representative audience that Includ- Mr. John Pfluegcr. Awarded to Jose has had eBpeclal success In training
by
and from the Wells Fargo Express
and
labor.
vthey have nothing to support their thi! d'slrict judge to sit lu
for
men
business life,
my ore ed many officials, professional men. De Armond; next in merit, Robert young
entert- Company 1806.93, taxes.
The
commission
contentions that the January session
will
gladly
' more cases.
ladles, and girls and boys of the capi- Rogers.
Uniform System of Accounting.
la not obligatory.
The opinion is one
ain and promptly act upon any act
Gold medal for general excellence, TWO HUNDRED MILITIA
The provision of the section for tal.
Traveling Auditor Earnest and his
all complaints or grievances filed
or
of the most important rendered by
The
MEN HAVE DESERTED.
lain Ufore a member of the bar as
Program,
preparatory class, donated by Mr. H.
assistants are preparing forms for tha
by Bhlppers, or the public In general, new
the attorney general recently and is
It was exactly eight o'clock, when Kaune. Awarded to Reyes Gonzales;
systems of accounting which are
Judge pro tempore Is permissive
of
in full as follows:
Incident to the transportation
of
the
exercises
Tired
Outside
In
the
of
Soldleri
next
Left
to
began.
Rivera.
Alfredo
be Introduced under the new law.
Playing
They
merit,
merely, and does not control the other
and
involving ques- The forms will
passengers
freight
orator
commencement
Santa Fe, June 20, 1912
But
and
the
award
Are
Back
Gold
medal
Camp
for general excellence,
all be ready by July 1.
Brought
provisions of the section.
tions of rates, rules and regulations,
In Irons.
Hon. William C. McDonald, Governor
Ing of the long list of medals and hon special class, donated by the Parlor
Fundi
State
New
for
State
o!
Treasury,
Engineer.
transportation companies, operatof New Mexico, Santa Fe, N. M.
ors, the rendition of the musical, lit Meat Market. Awarded
Madison, Wis., June 24. Two hunto Ignaclo
J. A. French, of Dona Ana county,
The following moneys have been re crary and oratorical program took ex
within its Jurisdiction.
'Dear Sir I have today received your
Palomares; next In merit, Alfonso dred soldiers have deserted the pro- ing
who will succeed State Engineer Chas.
be
N.
ceived
O.
found
Instances
treasby
state
state
by
hour.
visional regiment since it started on
may
There were three ora Bours.
Marron,
letter of yesterday in which you
shippers
actly one
where the present rates on certain D. Miller, left today for El Paso, Tex- that there has been a question raised urer: Game protection, $21; convicts' tions. Fernando Armljo described SoGold medal for proficiency In type the trial march from Dubuque, it was
said here today, when 25 deserters commodities between various points as, where he will take about a month
as to whether under the constitution enlg fund, $(317.80; Btate road fund cialism In the United States, review
donated by Remington Type
were brought Into camp Randall In within the stale are prohibitive, due to write up his notes for the reclamathere will be a regular session of the from commissioners of Union county, ing Its growth and history, warning writing,
writer Co. Won by Arthur Hesch
tion service and before assuming the
of
Mexico
irons. The 2,000 soldiers today broke to the fact that the matter of re-a- d
state
insidious
and
New
tax'Wells
de
its
beginning
precepts
$275;
against
Fargo
legislature
Company,
second In merit, Fernando Armljo.
at Camp Randall where they justments thereof has not been prop- duties of his new position.
with the second Tuesday of next Jan-nar- $806.95.
camp
scribing the great Catholic church as
Gold medal for deportment, senior,
Road Building.
have been for the last four days and erly submitted to the railroad com
the most formidable bulwark that will
and you request that I give you
Basis of Assessment.
State Engineer Charles D. Miller has
boarding department, donated by Mr.
my written opinion on this subject at
pany Interested, and as the rate de- returned from
Frank W. Cluncy, member of the prevent Socialism from sweeping over H. Yontz. Merited by Felix Gomez, resumed the march to Sparta.
Magdalena, much pleasthe earliest moment practicable.
partment of this commission waB cre- ed with the work on the road from
state board of equalization, has sent the entire nation. Felix Gomez de- Sabino Ollvas, Venceslao Serna, Fares
I have noticed In several of the news- a
Mrs. Lela Love, wife of Wiley Love, ated for that purpose the commission
circular letter to all treasurer and scribed in glowing words the possibili- Jaquez. Awarded by lot to Venceslao
Socorro to Magdalena and beyond. The
a farmer living near Coveua, Ga., says: respectfully asks the
of
papers statements to the effect that collectors nnd assessors in an effort ties, opportunities, natural resources Serna.
camp is now 35 miles west of Magdaof New Mexico In his oration "Our
there can be no regular session of the to learn the basis of assessment
"I have tnken Foley Kidney Pills and shippers In bringing o its notice any lena and will reach Datil before the
of
First prize for deportment, J inior find them to be all you claim for them. such rate
Possibilities." It was a good immigralegislature next winter, but I have not
adjustments found to be present appropriation Is exhausted. It
In each county. The letter
tion talk that preceded the last ora- boarding department, donated by Mr. j They gave me almost Instant relief
seen or heard any statement of any property
necessary In order to encourage, stim- will then take $10,000 more to push
is
follows:
as
Adolf Vohs. Merited by Pleasant Hill. when my
tion "Immigration," by Benjamin
reason for such a suggestion. I have
were
and
kidneys
sluggish
Dear Sir As a member of the state
ulate, develop and market the pro- the highway to the Arizona boundary,
in which the orator presented Monico Marlbal. Awarded by lot to inactive. I can cheerfully recommend ducts
no doubt whatever that there should
of this state, and to support, of which Socorro county Is prepared
of equalization and for use In
be regularly, in accordance with the board
to all sufferers from
strong reasons why the educational Pleasant Hill.
them
kidney
to furnish one-haland foster its industries.
protect
connection with the official work of test Is not a
Immtthe
are
e
a
of
legislasession
Honorao mentions
awarded to troubles." For sal" by all druggists.
constitution,
proper test for
The commission will take pleasure
board, I desire to learn from you
that
Incorporation.
second
on
the
Tuesday
ture beginning
The Mines and Metal Company ot
Is the basis of assessment estab
in submitting such questions to the
of next January, and 1 believe a very what
filed
Socorro
In
llshed
lend
and
Incorporation papers to
transportation companies
your county. We have had
brief statement of the constitutional
all the assistance within its power day, the capitalization being $120,0011
rather uncertain and Indefinite infor
provisions will be convincing.
on this subject showing great
with a view of effecting relief in such divided into 1200 shares, and the statThe sessions of the legislature are mation
artatlon in the percentage of actual
cases. If any shipper has a complaint utory agent, Harry M. Dougherty of
provided for in section 5 of Article IV value
to file, or a suggestion to offer along Socorro. The incorporators are: J. L.
adopted for' the valuation of
of the constitution, which reads as
Dob-soproperty for purposes of taxation In
these lines, the commission will be Terry, John A. McDonald, W. R.
follows:
James Redmond and Joseph
different
he
the
counties,
although
to
receive
such
of
compluints
the
first
pleased
session
legislature
"The
Brown of Kelly, end H. M. Dougherty
every assessor to assess
and suggestions and lend its assisshall begin at twelve o'clock, noon, on law requires
of Socorro, each fifty shares. The di
property to the best of his judgment,
tance' in getting such matters amica- rectors
the day specified in the proclamation information
are: J. L. Terry, John A. Mc
and belief, at its full cash
of the governor.
Subsequent sea
bly adjusted for the benefit of the peo- Donald and H. M.
Dougherty.
not been done, how
slons shall begin at twelve o'clock, value. This has
ple ot the state.
The Battleship Mining Company aland
it becomes neces
-'
noon, on the second Tuesday of Jan ever, for therefore
Tl
Vi
so
filed Incorporation papers, the capif
y"r ;
our guidance to know what
t
uary next after each general election sary
PRAISE FOR HISTORY
talization being $500,000 divided Into
No regular session shall exceed sixty actually has been done In each county
B. M. READ. 500,000 shares.
OF
The paid up capital is
In the state.
days, except the first, which may be
$2,000, the general offices are at Phoeto
Pacific
Trains
Southern
session
no
and
Stop.
special
ninety days,
As Fine a Piece of Work as the Wri- nix, Arizona, and the New Mexico ofThe state corporation commission,
"
shall exceed thirty days."
....
fice at Lordsburg, Grant county, with
v ''
i
ter Has Ever Seen, Says
It will be seen that, standing alone, In response to residents of Cambray,
Frank R. Coon s statutory agent. The
J. 3. Aragon.
this section would require us, for an Luna county and of Sepnr, Grant counIncorporators and directors are: R. M.
answer to the present question, to de- ty, have requested the Southern PaJ. Aragnn, a Henningsen, GOO rhares, Los AngeleB;
from
J.
The
following
election."
cific railroad company to stop trains
cide what is a "general
Frank Oliver, 600 shares, Los Angeprominent citizen of Lincoln county,
There are, however, other provisions nine and ten at those points on flag.
James T. O'Hara, 600 shares,
praising the History of Hon. B. M. les;
In the constitution which make it per In the past, only one train stopped
Drew Pruitt and E. Oliver
Read and the workmanship of the LLordsburg;
which
election
the
that
at those points and .at a lute hour at
fectly plain
of Los Angeles, each 100 shares.
ST, MICHAEL'S COLLEGE.
New Mexican Printing Company, Is of
we will have in November next is
to
In
out
of the
order get in or
Insurance Company Examined.
night.
much interest locally, as Mr. Aragon
general election, but before callingIt two villages, the travelers were
P. M. A. Llenau, assistant commiswas a delegate to the constitutional sioner of insurance
to remain up all night. Trains grants, incidentally dwelling on the the following students who have
your attention to those provisions
of New
Mexico,
well
convention and Is therefore
may be well briefly to consider wheth nine and ten will now stop at conveni need and benefits of immigration, as
has Just released the report on the
themselves as follows:
known in the capital:
er or not the next November election ent hours when there are any passen well as the Injustice of the sentiment
Life Insurance ComAmarlllo
Class.
National
Senior
Lincoln, N. M., June 21, 1912.
would be a general election If we had gers. The Southern Pacific, In a cour that would bar Immigration from this
pany of Amarlllo, Texas. He exam
Benjamin Sisneros, general excelHon. B. M. Read,
nothing as a guide except the section teous letter to the commission, said country. H. Cortesy, with dramatic lence.
ined the company and as a result of
M.
N.
Santa
above quoted.
Fe,
the examination the company will
that the company would glady order Are and fervid, patriotic eloquence Venceslao Serna, general excel
Dear Sir: Since writing you, your change its management. Following is
As defined by Webster, "general" the
It de- that seemed to sweep everything be- lence.
Btops made as requested.
has
reached
New
means "common to many or the greatMexico
of
the letter sent to the company:
history
that many of the minor com- fore It, recited Drake's beautiful poem:
Fernando Armljo, typewriting.
est number; widely spread; prevalent, velops
me. I must say that it is as fine a
June 14, 1912.
railroads need never "The American Flag.'' All of the
Felix Gomez, oratory.
I ever saw.
though not universal." plaints against
as
Costly
extensive,
work
of
Equipment
Arriving
Amarlllo National Life Insurance Co.,
were
piece
frequently interrupted
been made to the
corporation speakers
Class.
Junior
cer
There is no difficulty in applying these have
of
New
Mexico,
all,
The
Texas.
Amarlllo,
people
by applause.
at Stanley for Santa Fe
definitions to an election, and an elec- commission had they first been made
Javier Bazet, general, excellence.
Gentlemen: The report of the ex
The musical part of the program
tainly owe you s great debt for getpurpose, direct to the proper officials of the was
Gold Copper Co.
exceltion, no matter for what
It included the vocal
such a fine and so complete amination of your company by the inAlejandro
Espinosa,
general
up
noteworthy.
ting
com
since
the
whole
concerned,
companies
the
held
o
throughout
which Is
of Texas and
duet "Beautiful Venice," by F. Cavlg-gi- lence.
a history of our state. Enclosed please surance departments
state, is clearly "common to many, mission never yet, has failed to re
Frank E. Gaines, penmanship.
and E. Tipton, who had to respond
find my check for $15 In payment N ew Mexico, is no doubt In your hands
courteous
and
ceive
response
extensive."
prompt
and
BE
WILL
NOW
PUSHED
widely spread
to an encore because of the spirit and
by this time.
thereof.
Third College Class.
In Maryland it has been held that to every matter taken up with the tunefulness with which they rendered
It shows that the company has been
With my best wishes for your sucArthur Hesch, general excel'ence.
an election general throughout the railroads.
and
"Larboard
Watch,"
the selection.
mismanaged to a remarkable degree
I remain,
cess,
excellence.
Menuel
and
Chavez,
general
and brings forth an absolute lack of
Reports from San Pedro tell of
state, for members of congresB
Yours very truly,
"Tramp, Tramp," the latter ringing
Juan Rodriguez, general excellence. continued activity by the Santa Fe
judges, was a general election withina CLOVI8 MEN DINE,
with praise for school days and the
knowledge of proper business methods
J.
J.
Aragon,
excellence.
Julian
Lobato,
general
statute
requiring
Gold and Copper Company, which has
the meaning of a
und of the law. The declaring of a
W. W. NICHOLS THERE. Alma Mater, were rendered with preLeopoido Abeyta, penmanship.
10 per cent dividend on your capital
Ciuestion to be submitted to the people
resumed operations on a big scale in
cision and spirit by the entire school
was
PROMOTIONS
it
First
Intermediate
Class,
though
k
election,
at a general
stock is inexcusable and such meththat district and more men ere being
Member of First Legislative House chorus, directed by Brother Edward
OFFICERS. ods
ARMY
FOR
excellence.
THREE
Jose
Lucero,
general
not a general election as the term was
with Brother David as accompanist
go far towards shaking confidence
Made Big Hit With His
employed all the time, the effect of
Jose Chave", general excellence.
used in the constitution.
so necessary to Insurance companies.
and leader on the piano. The orchesConstituents.
the resumption being felt In all lines
After
D. C, June 24.
Antonio
Washington,
English.
Mackin v. State, 62 Md. 247.
orLopez,
a
Due
credit will be given to the pres
tral selections, given' by complete
of business there. The Santa Fe Gold
consultation with Secretary Stiaison, ent officers In their endeavor to make
Pleasant Hill, penmanship.
In another Maryland case, It was
CIovls, N. M., June 22. Under the chestra, also evoked merited applause,
and Copper Company Is one of the President Taft
Manuel Gomez, penmanship.
today annoinced these a sound Institution out of the company.
decided that a statute which Imposed auspices of the CIovls chamber ot the selections . being "Silver Star,''
biggest outfits in New Mexico and army appropriations:
To be Major
Second Intermediate Class,
There aTe many recommendations
a duty on a county clerk "after each commerce, Hon. W. W. Nichols, the "Dancing Starlight" and a "Finale.''
re
the mining operations
just
Included
William W. Witherspoon, in the report and we must Insist that
Francisco
General,
outdid
the
application.
even
Anchando,
In
the
and every general election"
The
orchestra,
junior
county
representative
sumed are among the most Important
Curry
of
now
commanding the Department
Jncobo Anchando, application.
an election for members of congress legislature, was tendered a home older pupils, although in a simpler sethey be fully compiled with.
In the southwest.
This week two big the Gulf at Atlantic. To be
Brigadier
Jose Donahue application.
nnd for president although It was not coming reception and banquet at the lection, "Evergreen Schottlsche."
Kindly acknowledge receipt of the
eight-toarrived at Stanley to
tricks
Col.
stale
the
of
E.
members
Clarence
Edwards,
General,
Andres Gutierlez, application.
an election for
report and your acceptance of the
Harvey house here last night. Judge
Awarding of Honors.
be used In hauling coke from Stanley
.
McCler-nandJ.
E.
officers
and
generally.
F.
state
same.
Yours very truly,
Chase,
and
George
Thomas Lucero, application.
legislature
Harry L. Paxton was named as toast
The four graduates, Fernando Armlto the mines, the big trucks to be used
JACOBO CHAVEZ,.
Downs v. State, 78 Md. 128.
Calvin McBurney, penmnnshlp.
master. The following responded to
Gomez
Felix
tracSisneros,
as trailers behind the powerful
Authorities can be found apparently toasts: H. C. Herby, "Labor Legisla jo, Benjamin
Superintendent of Insurance.
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then
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between
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in
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engine
Nestor Montoya
in conflict with these views, but it tion;'' C. A. Clark, "Progressive Poll- William P. Ruiz, penmanship.
ed their honors by Monslgnor Antonio
the railroad and the mines. Two
Nestor Montoya has been reap
X
will, I believe, upon examination be tics;" John F. .Taylor, "Political
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more
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cars
found that the conflict is apparent Economy;" C. V. Steed, "The SensaMESA.
X pointed deputy coal oil Inspector by
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X
were also be
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loaded this week aud a big storage
Coal Oil Inspector Frank Lopez.
only and arises from the fact that by tion of Being a State Official ;' J. G. Btowed as follows:
Norman Hampel, penmanship.
provfuel
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the
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tank
constitutional
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by
"Arrested by Mounted Police.
statutory
McGee, "Experiences of a Member of
X
Monico Maribal, penmanship.
Because of Many Complaints
Awards.
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for
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many
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engine. Every
isions, a
X
the 'Third' House;" C. A. Scheurlch,
Sergeant J. W. Collier of the Mount
Three Herds Will Be Re.
Third Intermediate Class.
for
Christian
In
Doctrine,
Gold
medal
and
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are
material
has
given.
arriving
apparatus
term "general"
X ed Police last night at Albuquerque,
"The Eastern New Mexico Normal
moved From Range.
Robert Rogers, application.
at Stan'ey which is becoming one of X '
our constitution, however, we have no School for CIovls;" Prof. V. F. Grif- donated by Rlp;ht Rev. Mgr. FourchearreBted A, L. Jellson on the charge
Game Waraen T.. C, de Baca
Juan Lopez, application.
the most important towns in the
such restriction of the meaning of the fin, "The Elements of a Nlckle Coin gu. Won by Vencoslao Serna; second
X of obtaining money under false pre
X has completed
Fares Jaquez, application.
arrangements
as a result of the renewword, but on the contrary, as already as Illustrated in Our Guest of Honor." honors, Fernando Armljo.
valley
X to place the Elk now at the X tenses.
Enrique Lobato, application.
medal for oratory, donatGold
ed mining activity at one of the most
was perhaps the happiest hit of
stated, there are provisions clearly
Road Building.
X Nordhaus pasture in Galllnas
Armando Samanlego, Christian don-trinour This
fnmous camps In the southwest.
showing that Bitch an election as
the evening. C. E. Dennis, "The ed by Rev. Dean G. Splinters. Won
Merrlweather of the state
of
Engineer
east
X Canon, forty
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election.
In
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Politician;" Alex Shipley, by Benjamin Sisneros; next
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Article
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penmanship.
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preceding
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immediately
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constitution,
Gold medal for munlc,
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BECAUSE OF MURDER. X on the Pecos national forest, X City, Grant county, and has a force of
Frank costa, penmanship.
the section hereinbefore quoted, it Is Seeking a Man vs. a Man Seeking an Pedro Ortiz. Merited by Jacob Marmen at work on It, under the superV the supervisor of the forest, T. X
be electFrank
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penmanship.
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that
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Armstrong,
Office;" H.
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$4,000, derived from the forests
Alfredo Rivera, application.
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members of the house of representa,
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of Grant county to build this road.
killed Mrs. R. E. Jordan, wife of a X Hamilton
of
north
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Jose Lucero, application.
tives for the term of two years, and Governor's Veto Power." Among the
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Gold medal for elocution,
the day
The bunch In the X
Richard Rogers, penmanship.
Cowles.
prominent planter at Ptnehuist, Ga
who paid a personal donated by First National Bank. Won
that they "shall be elected on the
NO CHANGE IN CONDITION
gentlemen
genyesterday afternoon, and who later was X Galllnas Canon is to be roped X
Special Class.
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X other
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Here again the constitution
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in congress as a general election, fol- ing troubled
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Tablets
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X
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transfer
a
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a
Article
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of
In
Section
merit,
Fernando Armljo; second
Kid-ne- y
that their work Is far from tlon and especially suitable for people X
X great curative qualities of Foley
able movement of the bowels without by
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the trial, For sale by all druggists.
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the direct result of free trade.
One great industry alone in
New Mexico, the wool Industry,
would be absolutely wrecked
and the thousands of people
dependent upon it would be un- employed.
The platform admits that
some of the import duties are
too high while others are too
low and It advocates a re-aJuetment from time to time of
tariff schedules to meet chang- ing conditions.
The platform declares that
the proper way to prepare a
tariff is by a scientific study of
all conditions entering into the
complicated question and the
Democratic party is severely
condemned for refusing to pro- vide for a continuance of the
tariff board or failing to pro- vide some other means for a
sclentiBc study of the tariff
questions. The Democratic tar-Iff bills are condemned for fall- ing to present tariff measures,
based upon a proper knowledge
of the needs of the country.
This in brief, is a review of
the platform upon which the
Republican party goes before
the nation and when the Dem- ocratic party has equalled it,
then and then only, will that
party be In position to appeal
to the people that It be again
entrusted with the reins of
government.

the same as wheat or corn. Last year,
Servla exportetd $368,699 worth of
that Jam, In addition to $2,102,26:'
worth of dried plums. In other words,
these two Items alone, In the little
pocket kingdom of Bervla, amounted
t(. three times as much as all of tlie
gold and silver produced in me same
time In New Mexico.
In Syria, apricot paste, or kame-reddlis produced and the industry
Is especially adapted to New Mexico's
dry climate. The orchard owner digs
u basin two to three feet deep and Into
that throws the ripe apricots after
they are pitted, and then stamps them
with his bare feet. The pulp 18 then
and placed
spread on thin boards
under trees or In shady places to dry.
The paste when dry Is only one tenth
of an Inch in thickness, and the boards
are of uniform size. Each sheet
weighs between five and six pound's
and brings from 23 to 28 cents, about
$150,000 worth being exported each
year to be manufactured Into Jnm In
Germany and other countries. The
can produce this paste on the
farm, and with little cost and labor,
place on the market an article which
is easy to ship.
IT LIVES.
Men may come and men may go,
but the republic lives on forever.
Bosses may rise and bosses may fall,

but the Republican party will survive
and go on to final victory.
Presidents may win and Presidents
may lose, candidates may quarrel and
platforms may be perverted, but the
rank and the file of the voting masses
ultimately will come to a sound deci

X
X

X
X
X
X

XXXXXXXXXXX
ALL.

AFTER
After all, the units of the
Democratic party are as far
apart as those within the Republican party.
There are the conservatives
and the radicals In both parties
along the fringes and the
solid mass of voters In the cen
ter, who follow their party
through thick and thin.
But after all, the conservaT
tive forces will be drawn toward Taft and Sherman, and
the radical forces to the Demothe
cratic standard bearers;
men who believe In orderly progression and progress will vote
the Republican ticket; those
who think a quick change is
advisable, even If it does upset
and business, will
industry
vote the Democratic ticket
That is, not counting the office
seekers and the professional
politicians on both sides who
have other fish to fry and
merely use party to gain power
and office.
The Republicans will appeal
to the man who has established himself In business, to
the man who has a steady job
or expects to get a steady Job,
to the man who believes in
the
protection and stability;
Democrats will appeal to the
fellow who is dissatisfied' with
himself or conditions, who
because he
wants a change
can't lose and might profit
thereby, to the man who has no
Btable interests.
The New Mexican believes
that if there were 7,637,676 voters in 1908 who voted for Taft
there will be fully as many if
not more on November 5; that
the 6,393,182 votes cast for
Bryan in 1908 measured the
high tide of dissatisfaction that
came after a furious outbreak
of muckraking that has since
then subsided. Taft was 159
electoral votes ahead of Bryan
four years ago, and the cause
of disatisfactlon will have to go
some to overcome that lead.
After all, the majority of the
American people are sane. They
have no reason to Imitate the
blind Samson stunt of pulling
down the house of prosperity
upon themselves, or to cut off
their noBe to spite their face.

TOWN PLANNING,
MINES AND
According to the London Times,
town planning is taken very seriously
In Great Britain. Scribner's for July,
gives a number of instances of model
Production of Coal In the Rocky
towns that have been established with
Mountain 8tates,
the
is
but
it
In
success
England,
The complete returns of the coal
older
municipal!of
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moulding
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ties that is proving the most difficult Mountaln regIon !n
hav0 been
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to straighten a Blngle street than the e(gat ,tateB lncludedi namely, Colo-entirassessed valuation of Santa Fe ..Bd
Mahn.
Nevada. New
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payer but to his lasting and decided r tne 8(VBn other stute8 wa
28.
benefit. Says the London Times:
857,413 short tons, valued at $43,776.-"ta
proposal has been made, and
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per cent
.
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a
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Ing
and of $3. 677.908. or 8.4
The idea'
at London
University.
per cent In value. This decrease was
originated with Joe Burnt, who ewjine to the resumption of mining In
exhibition, the Mississippi Valley States, the idlegested at the
held at Crosby Hall some time ago, ness in which, caused
by the strike
that some wealthy person Bhould en- in 1910, resulted In extraordinary deMr.
dow such a chair; and since then,
mand on the mines of most ot the
Herbert Warren, of the Garden City
Rocky Mountain states.
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urged
Association,
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put of 10,157,383 short tonB; Wyoming
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NO REASON FOR IT.
When

Santa Fs

Citizens

8how the

Way.

There can be no Just reaBon why
reader of this will continue to
suffer the tortures of an aching back,
the annoyance of urinary disorders,
the dangers of serious kidney
Ills
when relief Is so near at band and
teh most positive proof given that
these ills can bs cured. Read what
a Santa Fs citizen Bays:
Toriblo Rodrigues, 110 Johnson St.,
Santa Fe, N. Mex., says: "Two and
a half years ago I gave a statement
for publication regarding my expert
ence with Doan's Kidney Pills. Today
I am
stronger in my praise of this
remedy than ever. I suffered greatly
from disordered kidneys, the pains
ln my back being so acute that I had
to stop work and sit down.
The
trouble steadily grew worse and I
rarely knew what It was to be free
from an ache or pain.
Soon after
I began using Doan's Kidney Pills,
my pains and aches disappeared and
my back became strong."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
cental
Co., Buffalo,
New York, sole agents for the United
States.
Remember the name Doan's and
take no other.
any

TERRITORY W00L8 IN
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unscant
The
bar room has been en- X
X (consistency of hard cheese and is
X cheap labor,
living,
Mr. Bryan called (or oroer and then Osborn to the Colonel, "I am not so written friends In Roswell that he searched them. Before leaving, the
X
were
varlexistence
and
the
locked
X certain
considered a staple that brings a the police marched solemnly down the sure you should be a candidate." Liar, will visit them the latter part of June, bartender and his friend
X '
tirely removed.
X ous other evils which would ba X certain market price the world over main Isle
Mlsa LUlle Hammer, who conducts In the cellar.
X
thief, rascal, boss I
X
X

X X

X X X X X
REPUBLICAN
FORM.

X X
X
PLAT

X
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ping his fine collection of Ind.
paintings to this city and will exhibit
them on DeVargas day In the School
of Archaeology, This collection 1b
valued at an enormous Bum and some
o' the pictures have been hung in the
most famous art salons of the old
world. There will be no admission
charged for the privilege of viewing
these pictures and they will form one
of the attractions of the many Bched-iile- d
for that day. The secretary of
the chamber of commerce Is directing
letterB to the mayor of Las VegaB and
Albuquerque urging them to aid in securing special trains and the attendance of a large number of people from
their respective localities.
SOCIETY GIRLS TAKE
.
BULL 8NAKES TO CHURCH.
28. Staid
Greeleyi Colo.,
June
churchgoers of Greeley, Sunday gave
as
of
astonishment
gasp
they passed
a group of Normal school girls, headed by pretty Bessie Potter, a society
leader and member of one of the
wealthiest families In Greeley, as each
girl had draped around her waist, her
parasol or neck, a squirming snake.
They were mostly bull Bnakes, captured by a nature study class. Miss
Potter donned five snakes and had her
picture taken.
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PROCESSION FORMING

HUflKMB BACK TO DAYS Or
S
DeVarge

Day Pageant Will Be Spectacular Event
Attract Crowds From Far and Near
to Santa Fe.

Harking back two and a quarter
Sai.ta Fe's De Vargas
centuries,
pageant on July 6, will bring vividly
before the eyes the important part
played by the Spaniards In the settlement of America.
In fact, the very
of the ConqulstadorcB,
descendents
In
same
the
will ride
procession with
the descendents of the Pueblo Indians
who engaged In bloody battle with the
men who bad come from across the
ocean to civilize and Christianize
Nowhere else in the world
them.
can such a historic spectacle be

to

Sham Battle and Pastores.
In addition to the procession, there
may be staged a sham battle between
the Spaniards in costume and the
Indians in war paint and feathers.
Such a riot of colors would be spectacular Indeed. The medieval play
of the PaBtores, too, may be given in
the same quaint old way that It was
played In the villages of Spain and of
Italy five hundred and more years
ago.
A Great Fiesta.
The pageant last year came as s

AT R08ARI0 CHAPEL IN R DSARIO CEMETERY,

Clara have already promised to Join
the cavalcade with a hundred or more
of their warriors, and their costumes
will be no less striking than those of
the Conquistadores.
The Cleveland
Grays will be bere all afternoon and
at an early evening hour the Plaza
Fete will begin Its merry doings. The
Plaza will be elaborately decorated
for the occasion.
Surely, happenings
for one Fiesta.
I enough

and romance, and all the local color
the writer man wants, can be secured
on July B, when the history of thrilling day 8 will be brilliantly repeated
and exemplified.

The Program.
will form at the historic
Rosarlo
in Rosario
Chapel
Cemetery, at which each year the
promise of DeVargas Is fulfilled with
(w() proceBSons from the
Cathedral.
Here Is Material for Romance.
lit will follow much the same route as
but
the program in detail
Rehearsals will take place this I'ast year,
e published later. The noble
week. The costumes are all In hand.;'"'
s
that will serve as mounts will
One hundred descendentB of the
with even
greater
qulstadores have been assigned their be caparisoned
places of honor in the procession and 'splendor tnan at tne rormer ceieoraare vleing with each other to repeat tlon, and details will be worked out to
and increase IEt year's success. They greater perfection by the committee in
surely will. No one who can possibly charge.
ao so, from neighboring cities, will fall
to visit Santa Fe and crowds are com
lng from long distances to view the
S
Santa Fe's blue skies, de QUEER
spectacle.
lightful summer climate, scenic sur
in themroundings, are attractions
IN POSTOFFICES
selves, but when added to these there
Is an annual pageant like that of July
5, It will mean fame the world over.
The story of the two entries of De

OF

'

Has Many

of Government
Habits That

Have Grown There
LETTERS

OE VARGAS DAY

SOMETIME

SHRINK
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CHARITY MAKES
MANY A BRIDE HAPPY.

Northampton, Mass., June 26. The
fund of $370,000 left by Oliver Smith,
who died in 1845 and which now
amounts to more than $1,000,000 Is a
boon to brides of this city and sur
rounding towns who desire to make
applications. Each bride Is given $50.

Kalem Company Wires Secretary That It Will Send
Expert and Six Players
BIG

THING

FOR

SANTA

FE!

Twitchell Promises Railway Will
Bring Big Crowds From All

Over the Country.
John: S. Harris, secretary of ,.tbe
chamber of commerce was notified by
wire this morning that the Kalem
company, the biggest moving picture
concern in the United States wou'd
take films of the entire De Vargas
day procession on the Fifth of July,
and that In addition it would send
George H. Medford, an expert scenic
dramatist and six able scenic players
to aid in staging the big event and to
take such part in the procession as
was necessary.
This is one of the greatest concessions ever made to any city the size
of Santa Fe and it will mean advertising in thousands of moving picture
shows all over the country
that
money could not buy.
Mr. Medford and his
players will
arrive here about July 1 in order to
aid In the preparations and he'p set
the stagings. The assistance' of such
a man as George
Medford, means
that the DeVargns day procession
will be the greatest ever staged.
A meeting of the committee on arrangements and of the other committees Is called for Thursday night at
the chamber of commerce.
Colonel R. E. Twitchell of the Santa
Fe railway, who Is here, said last
night that the DeVargas day event
was being featured from one end of
the Santa Fe system to the other and
that the railway would make unusual
to bring several thousand poo,
pe on tnat day from all
v

No one ever quite masters a knowledge of all the rules of the Postofflce
Department. For queer and seeming
ly inconsistent
regulations, no enterprise on earth, It appears, compares
with the United States postofflce.
An official of the postofflce was ex
plaining some of the "funny" things In
the rules. For instance, if you drop a
letter in the box In Santa Fe that is
addressed to some point in a foreign
country, your oversight in falling to
put a postage stamp on the letter will
result In no delay. It will go right
along to England, Germany or France,
or wherever It is marked for. At the
other end the recipient will have to
'pay double postage.
!
Now, If the same letter had been
(addressed to someone in the city, and
there had been no stamp on it, it. I
would be held in the postofflce and a
cara a rectea to tne party aaaresseu. ,
Informing him that the department
tti((,j q,ot.
was holding his letter and would con
The memberB of the chamber of
tlnue to do so until he proffered a
commerce are enthusiastic over the
postage stamp.
acceptance by the Kalem company of
On the other hand, if you place a
and at
stamp on a first class parcel, the moving picture proposition some
whose weight will require much great- their hearty response in sending
er postage fee, the package goes to of their best known players here to
E CAVALCADE COMING DOWN LINCOLN AVENUE.
CONQUISTADOR
A letter ws
Its destination just the same, the con- aid In the procession.
signee paying the postage due when recoived by Mr. Harris today from tho
Cleveland Grays staling
that they
of New the mall carrier delivers the parcel.
gaged within such historic and im- pleasant surprise, for it exceeded even Vargas and the
at the expectations of those who woftced Mexico in the dead of winter of 1092
pointed out mis odd con- - would arrive at 1 p. m. on July 5'h
pressive surroundings as here
1b the parcel
and remain until evening. There will
&.nta Fe.
.0 bring it about. It was the marvel and 1693 is a thrilling one.
Willi.
uiaiici im iuo be 150 of them and they place themju lutriiuauuioo
,
of every tourist visitor and they went one should read it up In Attorney B.,
Becoming World Famous.
,r
a,.
selves at the disposal of the DeVargas
The pageant last July 4, was a suc- Into ecstacies over it. - This year M. Read's Illustrated History of
people for the time they are In the
16
of
of
winter
dead
the
in
J
cess. No wonder the world Is beginn- many of them will bring others with Mexico
1
city. The Cleveland Grays are tlie
'
will,
which
of
De
will
while.
It
be
worth
DeVargas,
proclamation
ing to pay attention, and Inquiries are them and
Zouave company In the
cst ty
before a huge wooden
his- - be repeated
?o most exert
pouring In from magazines and news- Vargas and his noble retinue in
United States and attract attenti-- n
the
th
in
.
..cross
Plaza
will
portals!"
costumes
correct
opposite
the
of
stories
again
torically
papers for feature
'
wherever they go. They will be met
'
'
event, and moving picture concerns lend the ceremonies, but there will of the famotiB Palace.of the Governors,.,1
V n Uncta ttarn takes busi- - at the depot here by an escort of naare seeking exclusive concessions to be more attendants; It Is possible that which was built several decades bet or,
"
tional guardsmen, by the FirBt Infanof
fake vlewB of the pageant. Thoughtful Onate with one of the authentic bat- - DeVargas made his
by tD6ir try band and by the reception comml'- un'" .h,e has
men and women see In the pageant, tie flags of the Conquistadores will be New Mexico. In the museums of this
tee, They will be escorted to the
the seed of an annual display that will
The letters that never reach their Jimory.
.
..
Uu .a
,i m.
. - nrt th hi ,
Become as famous as tho Ober Am-- (JUttUlUU IB lumiiis ui nun
t.v nf .h,,,. riv.
uwuig
to
and ultimately go
the
An effort Is being made for special
to par- - toric and prehistoric days that pre destination
dead-lettr.iergau Passion Play, for It Is an retinue from the Duke City
office reach an
amazing trains from Albuquerque and Lus VeThe chiefs of San Juan, ceded them in this very vicinity.1
eent that lends Itself to expansion, to tlclpate.
total.
ens which will doubtless be secuiej.
and Santa Many an Incident for a historic novel
Can Ildefonso, Tesuque
iMpllflcation.
Another thing learned from the postofflce man Is that an ordinary letter
shrinks in transit. A letter that wll!
weigh slightly more than nn ounce
when dropped into the box is likely
to weigh slightly less than an ounce
If Its destination be New York,
New
Orleans or some other distant point.
Letters on which postage is due always are registered at the office of
origin. If they were to be weighed at
the office of destination the government would lose money, for It too
frequently would happen that the letter, like the hard working pugilist, had
n
"made the weight."
. t"

"

George Armljo, who will again enact
the role of DeVargas, today received
mounted
by express the
saddle which he bestrode last year. It
Is the property of Alfredo
Otero of
Jemei Springs and Mr. Otero loaned
it for the big pageant The costumes

PICTURE FILMS

The procession

Department
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DON GEORGE

W. ARMIJO, A LINEA L DESCENDANT
DEVARGAS.

OF DEVARGAS

AS

have all been prepared and outshine Already $2S2,500 has been spent In this
those of a year ago by one hundred way, $8,200 being distributed during
i
the last year. More than $2,000,000
percent.
Bert Phll'lps, the best known Indian has been distributed in bank accounts
artist in the United States, has in- for apprentice boys, help for sick and
formed the committee that he is ship- - needy widows and in other charities.

ALLEGED BURGLAR ARRESTED
AT MOVING PICTURE 8HOW.
Trinidad, Colo., June 20. In the
here of Bill Vallou, the police believe they have one of the gang of
burglars that has been committing a
number of hold robberies In the business district. Vallou was taken Into
custody at a moving picture house, anil
when searched had on his person an
automatic Colt's revolver and a watch
Identified as loot.
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FOUNDER OF TOWN OF
ALTMAN DIES OF APPENDICITIS
Colorado Springs, June 26. Somuel
Altnian, for whom the town of Altmar
In the Cripple Creek district was nam
ed, died In Colorado Springs, a victim
of appendicitis, after a brief lllneBs.
Altnian was 56 years old and Is survived by his wife and five children.
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They were a econ panted by the Misses Santa Fe is In: Albuquerquei
Journal.
Lillian and Wernlce Ilesseldon who
O. M, Lyon, a contractor ot Roswell,
will be bouse guests at the McFlo res- A nan cannot understand the torture nnd uficrlni) many women
If the nmjurity ui men suffered as much puin aud endured with
idence for the summer,
accompanied by Mra. Lyon, is a busiwtienoe
the weakening sicknesses tbet most women do, they would ult lor
Hoy A. Smith, a former university ness visitor here.
end look for t quick cure,
mmediate
sympathy
W. H. Livingston, a physician and
who baa been working for the
from a tile oi misery and tufFcring by turning
Santa Fe at Wlnslow for some time surgeon, Is here for a short ulstt tram to Many women have been laved Favorite
the right remedy Dr. Pierce's
Prescription
remedy which is sale
past, was here yesterday on his way bis home at Espanola
to take because containing no naroorioi, alcohol or injurious Ingredients, It ia an
H. F. Franenhelm, receiver for the Iterative extraot of
home to Portales. He will return to
made with pure glycerin, and first given to the puhlio
roots,
afternoon for Raton, after
having the Institution this full to complete Vanadium Mining Company, is In San' by that famous specialist in the disomies oi women Dr. R. V. Pierce, of the
A llmniiern llfl .Intimul.
WttTl
Mm. Skid- - hin alllillAH
ta Fe on a short visit.
honor students of the Loretto acad aiuinl eavni'Dl
Invalids' Hotel aud Surgical Institute o( Buffalo, N. Y.
JUNE 20, 1912.
THURSDAY,
,
at Las Vegas participated In the more who Is convalescing from a serl--i
Among the charming affairs of the J F. J, Baldridge of Albuquerque, en- H. C. Smith is a visitor from Las emy
Mrts. Lizzie M. IlEssinmmn, of Lincoln, Nob., 29 "0 St.,
commencement program at Loretto ous operation at St. Vincent's sanltari- - week was the meeting of the Auction gaged ln the lumber business, is hei'e
sin a: "I srnd a btliiioniiil w lib. much pleasure so that soma
Vegas.
I
un on a brief business trip.
Wltn Airs, riayueu
woman may knuw the true worth of your remedies.
inu
Las
tin
l
Miss
Vegas.
siilfiirlntj
Bacis
Academy;
linage
foi
afternoon
left
Shea
this
W. D.
I was a groat sufferer from fmimlu troubles but after taking
G. Emory Morre of Boston, Mass., a
Mrs. S. G. Morely nnd
Dr. F. R. Lord returned last night Cupltol HIM.
valedictory address was real gem of
Las Vegas.
ono bottle of Dr. IMnrco's Favurlto Prescription, which a
of
the
In
Dr.
of
were
is
Mrs.
friend
guests
Kegel of Raton
city,
McCarthy,
liiend advised ma to take, I found myself very much Imarrived from Albu- 'nought and diction. It was delivered on train No. 2 from Santa Fe, where
R. J. Murphy
in an impressive manner,
Aftor taking three more butllos, and using two
he has been for the past several days the club. The prise was a silver Don a guest at the Montezuma.
proved.
querque Inst evening.
lxxos
of Dr. Piorco's Lotion Tablets, I found myself on the
con
was
ana
man
msti
Mrs
ny
of
a
business
R.
S.
of
state
a
it
the
captured
Jennings,
Alvan N. White, state superintend
meeting
attending
Mr. and Sirs. O. P. Ooebel ot
raid to recovery.
I was In poor health for live years bus
contest,
ana
.tauffer
after
and
will
last
Las
Seven
arrived
examiners.
board
pleasant
Vegas,
dental
of
ent
night
public Instruction, came in last
now I am ourod.
are Santa Fe visitors.
H. B. Piatt of St. Louis, who Bpend
Mrs.
to
on
business.
women
admission
here
all
"I
for
his
in
from
a
home
practice
hopo
suffering from female weakness will
today
Santa
Fe on
plicnnts
night
Attorney J. E. Crist left for Colo- short business
give Dr. Plorco's Favorite Proscription a fulr trial,
'has been in the city for the past E. L. Blschel, a traveling salesman
trip. Mr. White, accom- were received. Las Vegas Optic,
rado points this forenoon.
Business visitors In the city for the month, left during the week for her with headquarters In El Paso, spent
Dr. Frank H. H.
Dootor Pierce's Pleasant Pellets regulate and Invigorate
r
Ellas Clark, the Plaza del Acalde panied by of the New Mexico Roberts,
a visit with
Normal day are W. A. Dunlavy of Wlllard, N. home In St. Louis afti-president
today among local business con
tiny granules.
lis. HtasiiErMui. stomach, liver and bowels. Sugar-coatemerchant, Is a Santa Fe visitor.
McConnlck and Douglas her four daughters In this city. Miss cerns.
to Mora Saturday M.. Bovd
will
go
University,
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Larkin of Raton
on a short trip on school Walker of Santa Fe. The party came Helen Porterlield, her granddaughter,
Dr. M. lone Hulett left Wednesday
morning
registered yesterdy at the Palace. business. They will be accompanied In from like Arthur In an auto, hav- - who has been attending school at afternoon for Santa Fe, where she
from Mora to Las Vegas Saturday at the Montezuma Inst
G. A. Kaseman,
the Albuquerque by Governor McDonald. Las
Loretto Academy returned with her. will
evening
Vegas Ing spent several days visiting pointsspend the summer. Alamogordo night, The automobile
Mr. and Mrs. William C.
M. J. Drury who started work as an
party left
businessman, Is a guest at the Monte-i- u Optic.
down the valley. Roswell Dally RecSchneppls
News.
Mora
m
6
at
but the auto was and daughter, have again taken up
p.
ma.
apprentice in the Topeka Bhops of the
Mrs. Clara K. Jacobs, nf Pasadena. ord.
A. Stanton, manager of
the
Mike
stuck
in
streams
and
that
of
their residence In Santa Fe after a
washouts,
Santa Fe and who Is now head of Elks' theater in Santa
W. T. Conway,
SATURDAY, JUNE 22.
superintendent
California, Is visiting Mrs. W. B.
Fe, motored to were running high, and It was 2 a. m. three
men under his
l
years absence at Espanola, Mr,
schools at Raton, is a visitor In the Sloan, and Is accompanied by Master
"h 3,000
Mr, v R T.auzhlln will return ths
Albuquerque
Albuquerque
yesterday.
when
the
reached
Is
absolute
in
Sunday,
governor
featured
this Journal,
Schnepple will go into business here.
command,
Pernatrd Harwell. Mrs. Jacobs Is week after next from Dallas, Texas,
Capital.
Las
he
the
Issue
Nevertheless,
month's
Fe
Vegas.
Em
of
enjoyed
MalaSanta
Attorney General Frank W. Clancy
Former Coal Oil Inspector
enroute to Lakeside, Ohio, on business where Bhe attended the funeral of her
Mr. Lehman and Mrs. Lehmnn and his visit to Mora very much.
returned Inst night from Albuquor.
ployes' Magazine. He is well known Miss
quias Martiuez came In from Taos and pleasure and will spend the sum- father.
N.
ar
M.,
of
Vaughn
Vaughn,
G. Emory Moore Oi Boston, a friend
to railroad men all along the big San'
que. Mr i. Clancy
will come next
mer months at the camp meetings,
last evening.
Governor McDonald and Superintenrived yesterday and are stopping at of Dr. W. T. McCarthy arrived last week
when the Clancy's will have
Misses Clara J. Herr of Cleveland, at the latter place, a Chautauqua re-- dent of Public Instruction Alvan N. ta Fe system.
the
Montezuma.
John Lee Clarke, district deputy for
night in Santa Fe and will make his
their removal from Albuand Amy Worst of Ashland, Ohio, sort, of which she is the principal White are expected home from Mora
Misses McCrary and Willis and N. home permanently In, the Southwest. completed
the B. P. O. Elks, has left for Seat
querque to Santa Fe.
owner. Mrs. Jacobs and Mrs. Sloan on Monday.
are Santa Fe visitors.
D.
form
Drummond
L.
and
J.
Strong
He brought a letter from Mayor John
tle, Wash., to attend the grand lodge
Mrs. O. D. D. Kirkpatrick will leave were schoolmates.
Governor McDonald and Superined an automobile party from Albu- F. Fitzgerald of Boston which he turnJ. Perry Earicksot, of the firm of tendent of Public Instruction Alvan convention which opens there July
this evening on a visit with relatives
Mr. Clarke is a candidate
querque
8th.
yesterday.
for
ed over to Mayor Celso Lopez of this "FORGET IT, BE A
Earickson & Sabln, brokers in this N. White were guests of honor today
In Minneapolis,
Minnesota.
Mrs. Enno Breckleln returned Mon city. Mayor Lopez instructed
BOOSTER," ORGANIZATION,
grand inner guard and several other
the
A. J. Whiting
returned
yesterday afternoon a', a banquet at Mora.
Monday city, returned
members ot the local lodge will go to day from Santa Fe accompanied by Santa Fe policemen not to arrest
from Santa Fe where he has been for from a short business trip to Santa
Sir. and Mrs. W. E. Freeman of Seattle to help him
enpture the her niece, Miss Frances Leeson,
Moore until he had time to change Live Ones at Las Cruces Get TogethFe. Mr. Earickson made the trip to
several weeks past. Clovls News.
er and ctart Something to BeneDlghton, Kansas, and W. P. Tearse, honor. Albuquerque Journal.
Moriarty Messenger.
his Boston accent to Southwestern
Mr. and Mrs. G. H. Van Stone and Santa Fe in his automobile and was
down
came
Mrs. Minnie Brumback
Mrs. L. B. Prince went to Colorado
Jr., of Winona, Minnesota, are tourist
fit the Mesilla Valley.
Mr. Moore also has a letter
Lingo.
children of Es'ancia, were among accompanied by ars. Earickson end visitors in the
and
Capital.
Springs on Monday to visit friends from Santa Fe yesterday evening
from the chief of police of Boston to
son. Mr. Earickson reports the roads
last evening's arlvals at the Palace.
Esweeks
several
will
attend
of
end
visiting
Las Cruces, N. M., June 24.
the meeting of Colonial
Mr. and Mrs. Angus McGilllvray
spend
The
Captain Fred Fornoff of the Mounted
Rumaldo Ortego and Reyes Naran-j- o between here and the Capital City to Estancla, are the guests for several Dames on Tuesday.
Unfortunately she tancla friends. Estancla News.
Police and a letter from Senator organization meeting of the new Meof Chimayo, northern Santa Fe be in flue condition, the rains of the weeks of General and Mrs. C. F. Eas-- encountered
Gonzales
Mrs.
and
Gonzales
Tomas
snow
storm
and
the
very
'
In
New silla Valley Boosters organization to
Lodge to personal friends
county, were visitors in Santa Fe to- - past week having had but little effect ley on Gallsteo street.
cold weather which then prevailed in are here from their home at ADiquiu Mexico. He
was
is expected to get onto be known as the "Fibab Club"
on them. Las Vegas Optic.
has extensive
day.
M. G. Keenan, of Springer, Colfax that region, and bus been confined to where Mr. Gonzales
the ropes under the kindly guidance held In the office of M. B. Stevens FriD. H. Boatrlght,
a general store.
an Albuquerque
ranches
and
house
sethe
with
and
Bheep
a
several
for
of
cattle
the
FRIDAY, JUNE 21, 1912.
days
county,
inspector
Those present were
day night.
of Dr. McCarthy.
s
,
merchant, and a member of the state
George P. Learnard, proprietor of a
A. J. Casner was in from Tesuque sanitary board, Is In the Capital on vere cold. She expects to stay a
George Frenger, E. C. Wade, Jr., Will
is here on
JUNE
25, 1912.
store
at
TUESDAY,
in
before
music
penitentiary board. Is at the
Denver
Albuquerque,
matters.
school
returning.
reform
today.
Lapolnt, O. A. Foster, Rutherford, W,
Mrs. McDonald kept open house at a business trip. J. Porter Jones also
E. H. Hart of Roswell, Is In the city
Judge E. R. Wright will go to El M. Adair, W. S. Gilliam, F. M. Hayner,
Quite a crowd of people left this
L. H. Gibson, traveling freight agent 0n business at the rnnitnl.
forenoon on horseback for San Juan the executive mansion last Thursday arrived In the city from Albuquerque. Paso this evening.
M. O. Llewellyn, N. C,
D. V,
for the X. M. C. was here today looking
r. Lopez of Alamosa, Colorado, is pueblo, to attend the fiesta there on because of the visit to the city of the M. G. Zimmerman of Washington, D. Attorney A. B. Renehan was a busi FrengerPeacock,
M. B. Stevens.
and
is
after the interests of the road. Es-- visiting friends In this city.
members of the Federation of Wom- C, inspector in the Indian bureau,
ness visitor to Espanola today.
St. John's day, Monday.
being temportancia News.
c. j. Smalley is here from Hodges, Mr. and Mrs. O. R. Lehmann of en's Clubs who stopped here Beveral in Santa Fe. He will visit various J. D. Kavanaugh of Las Vegas, is in George W. Frenger,
ary chairman, called the meeting to
Mrs. H. Roehl, wife of City Clerk
while
hours
the
enroute to the coast The Indian reservation during
M., on a brief business trip.
the capital on land office business.
Miss
and
Guadalupe
county,
Vaughn,
order and stated the object was to
Boehl and children. left today for San- visitors were accorded a pleasant reC. R. and J. R. Kimball of La Junta, Alma Lehmann of
Jerome Delgndo left today for a
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Personal Mention.

Dr. Clifford Pine, successor to Dr.
E. . Hammond, returned last evening
from Santa Fe. Dr. Pine was one of
the candidates before the recent meet- ing ot the state dontaP board which
was held in the Capital City. Las
gas Optic.
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BABY NEEDS WATCHING
IN SUMMER TIME.

their household goods from Fort Sum

against W.

A.

Dunlavy, alleged to be

V'ner to Clovls. Mr. Carren tendered due on a note.
Lincoln County Seat Contest.
jhis resignation as register of the land

The Uncoln county sent, case came
office at Fort Sumner some time since
as soon as relieved will Join his again to hearing In the District Court
or the First District of New Mexico befamily at Clovls. He will be editor-in-chie- f
of the Clovls News; He will al- fore Judge E. C. Abbott at Santa Fe.
so hang out his shingle as land law Saturday had been set as the day on
which Lincoln was to furnish an ad
Mothers should watch closely the yer.
ditional bond In the sum of $10,000
condition of the children's bowels.
Three Old Timers Pass Away.
Special Officer In Jail.
JUNE 20, 1912.
THURSDAY,
bowel
babies especially. Keep the
lo protect the county and the conWilliam Owens, former
special
old
One by one the well known
Colfax County Bridge Waehed Out
tractor from the damages- to be susa Fe olllcer at Helen, who Is ac 'regular and much of the illness to
San
over
Colfax
bridge
county
The
which children are most susceptible in timers of Kingston mining camp, tained from further delay In the con
on th" Meloche road, six cused of killing a man at Belen, was summer can be
Sierra county, are crossing the great struction of the county buildings at
prevented.
In Jail at Albuquerque.
HI
miles southeast of Rnton, was washed lodged
The most prevalent symptoms are divide. Frank Rnborg, who In the Cariizozo; this bond being In addi
at Hlllsboro on a change of
out Sunday evening during a heavy j trial
When early days was Interested In, and dis tion to the former bond of $15,000 put
venue had resulted In a hung Jury. constipation and diarrhoea.
rainstorm.
from the stomach congests in posed of, gold claims on Tlerru. Illan- - up some time ago.
waste
Judge Abbott ex
In
Killed
Colorado.
Boy
J Albuquerque
ca, recently died at Manhattan, Nev. amined the bond In the presence of
Magdaleno Wat Drunk.
Chief of Police Thomas .McMlllln of the bowels and makes your little one
(DffHnliin llnca was arrested at Las
John
a
B.
a
A.
and
of
for Lincoln'
with
Renehan
passfeverish
Gray, pioneer shoemaker,
fretful,
Attorney
feeling
'Albuquerque, has received a telegram
Vegas by Officer Henry Sena on the
heaviness or languor, try giving It a ed away at Goldfleld, Nev., nud Gus and Attorney A. H. Hudspeth, reprethe
Colorado,
containing
Temps,
Contagious Blood Poison, as the name imnlie
charge of drunkenness, and was given
senting Carrlzozo and the county com
spoonful of Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pep IlanlBh at Manhattan, Nev.
Is an infectious blood taint which may be com mm
.imnended sentence of ten days and information that Ezequiel Montoya, a sin at bedtime. By morning this pleasJ.
A.
also
missioners.
was
Haley
Brought to the Pen,
boy who claimed Albuquer- Its virus is of a most insidious
released unoii the payment of the
ant, mild laxative will act gently, yet
Judge Abbott refused to ac eated from one person to another.
Sheriff Dufen of San Juan county, present.
que as his home, was found dead near
c08t8
and restore normal condipositively,
F.
Brandt to the penitentiary, cept the bond and ruled that Lincoln nature, multiplying from an insignificant germ in the blood until it
brought
Temps, death presumably resulting tions. This simple, natural remedy is
Another Suicide In El Paeo.
two
more weeks from that becomes a thorough systemic poison.
So powerful and dangerous is
Brandt having been convicted of cat be allowed
William C McGown. attorney of El from an accident.
also invaluable in checking summer tle stealing at the recent term of the date or until June 29th, In which to this terrible blood plague that no time should be lost in trying to drive
Ten Days for Drunkenness.
secure a surety company bond or a it from the
Paso and representative in the state
diarrhoea. By thoroughly cleansing district court,
system. It should not be temporized with, but should be
Encarnaclon Gutlerrei and Al
the bowels, the foreign matter and the Navajo, who murdered Richard bond on which each person qualifying killed as one would a deadly serpent on the pathway. The first manilegislature from El Paso county,
Green were arraigned at Las
be
liable
at
committed sulfide at his home by
the
for
inflame
least
and
that
irritate
$1,000.
poisons
Wetherlll was sentenced lo serve from
festation of Contagious Blood Poison is usually a tiny sore or pimple,
on the charge of
tissues are eliminated. Don't torture 5 to 10 yearB, but on order of the
TUESDAY, JUNE 25, 1912.
shooting himself through the head
but it rapidly spreads, and in a short time the entire body shows its
ten days the child with harsh cathartic, purgaA sentence of
Automobile.
with a pistol..
by
Traveling
to
he
was turned over
Judge
Superin
The mouth and throat ulcerate, glands in the
" a "ne of Jo wag
presence in the blood.
Mr. and Mrs. E. N. Fisher of
imposed on the tive or nstrlngent remedies, that up tendent Shelton at
Mew School House at Old Albuquerque.'
Shlprock, pending
Gutlerrei will serve set the w hole system, and at best only the
spots appear on
arrived yesterday In a groin swell, the hair begins to come out, copper-colore- d
vnt a negative vote was cast on two offenders.
Virginia,
which
of
the
rase
be
will
appeal
on the city chain gang, but relieve temporarily. Dr. Caldwell's
big touring car, coming over the Bo- the body, and frequently running sores and ulcers break out on the flesh.
Monday when the election was held in his time
taken to the supreme court.
A condition of such serious nature requires
rderland route from Plainvlew, Texas.
nrecinot No. 23. the Old Albuquerque Green hopes to raise the fine and Syrup Pepsin, while positive in Its efproper treatment.
Lightning Strikes Young Woman.
school district on the issuance of costs.
They will visit down the valley points Not only must the disease be driven out, but the system which has
fect, acts gently and w ithout griping or
While
her
between
brother as far south as Carlsbad, and then go been weaKened
standing
Bartender Started Fight.
discomfort, restoring normal condi- and sister
$2,500 bonds for the erection of a j
by the powertul poison must be built up, before health
In the west room of their
to Santa Fe to see the ancient city. can be restored. Thequeston of most importance therefore is what
new school building for that district, j Accused of starting a dog fight on tions.
on
home
at
Flats,
Abbott,
Strawberry
Roswelr News.
Central avenue, Albuquerque, and dls- In using Syrup Pepsin for children Mora
medicine has proven by actual results its superiority as a blood purifier?
Big Sheep Camp.
Miss Clrrlene Johnson
The big sheep shearing camp at Tor--; turblng the peace, Sam Fleming, a bap the mother can feel perfectly safe, as was county,
Packing Plant for El Paso.
We dalm this distinction for S. S. S, because of its successful record
She
struck
to
fell
by
lightning.
Within the next six months El for more than
ranee is now In full swing with fifty tender, and Bob Faucett, a colored por-me- It contains no opiates or narcotic
the
forty years.
lifeless.
to
be
floor,
Res
eeemlng
Paso may secure one of the biggest
at work. Among the shearers at ter, were In police court. Fleming and drug, being a combination of simple
S. S. S. cures Contagious Blood Poison by purifying the blood.
toratives were applied at once and In
meat packing plants in the country, It
work there are some experts who have Faucett are the owners of bull terriers laxative herbs with pepsin. By carry
into
a
the circulation and removes the last trace of the infectious
short time she became conscious.
v
goes
made records of shearing a sheep in wnctt it j, claimed, they fought Ing off the dislodged tissues of mucous
Her hand at the time was resting on backed by one of the biggest packers virus, acts with fine tonic effect on the stomach, bowels, kidneys, and
the
nasal
that
inflame
membrane
six minutes. The clip at this camp Is against each oth,r
In
pass
the Vnlted States. That it will bo
attracting a crowd
her brolher's shoulder and her other
other portions of the system, and thus makes a perfect as well as a
expected to reach about thirty car of a hundred people
Xhelr ca8e wa8 ages it will quickly break the "sum arm touching her Bister, and yet neith- ar. extensive plant is evidenced by
Is so annoying. Dr.
permanent cure. S. S. S. is made entirely of roots, herbs and barks,
that
loads.
mer
cold"
the
an
fact
that
continued until the officer who cited
option has been taker of them were shocked In the least.
Not a particle of
Died In Insane Asy urn.
Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin Is Bold by
on 104 acres of land within the city each of which has a specific action on the system.
couW be pre8ent
,h(,m ,0
At
Is able to er,
this
Corrienne
writing.
Nicholas Trujillo, committed to the
druggists for fifty cents a bottle the
limits and the plans of the consu'tlng mineral or other harmful substance enters into its composition. S S.S.
Re.Arrested
Kaer
but
her
are
up,
affected.
badly
eyes
one dollar. A free
for any one, and instead of upsetting the stomach, as
asylum ai Ls vesas lruui
A man named
Kaiser released at larger family size,
engineer call for about thirty acres is perfectly safe
can be obtained The lids seem to want to droop.
county, some months ago, died there. Clovls by District
mineraVmedicines often do, It tones up this important member, and
more. El Paso Times.
McClure on trial bottle, postpaid,
Judge
In
M.
One.
of
40ti
son
was
Jose
Dr.
to
W.
B.
the
The deceased
Eight Explosions
Caldwell,
makes digestion easy. Thousands have cured themselves of Contn-tiou- s
the charge of having Incited the re- by writing
New Church at Taos.
In order to remove the shelving
Trujillo and Clara Trujillo, who have cent race riot has been
Washington St., Moutlcello, Illinois.
Blood Poison by the use of S. S. S., and if you will write and
TI,e Church of the Lady of Guadarock near the railroad bridge at the
gone to Las Vegas, accompanied by for
impersonating an officer. Two
request It we will send you, without charge, our Home Treatment
new dam near Cuervo, Guadalupe lupe will be dedicated next Wednesanother son, Alberto Trujillo, of Be- - others
are being held In Jail on the
as Much as Santa Fe.
Book which will give you all necessary information for crushing out
I
county, eight holes were drilled to a day, June 20. That will be a great
The assessed valuation for the town
poison and curing yourself at home. We
of six or eight feet and charged day for the Catholic of Taos. The the life of this serpent-lik- e
.depth
arrested.
During the preliminary of Farmington, San Juan county, for with dynanilte.
S. S. S. is
'i!l also give you free any medical advice you may wish.
Archbishop Pitaval of Santa Fe,
all
went
They
nearly
Wedding at Lai Vegas.
the floor of the Justice of the the year 1312 foots up JSSS.SM with as one
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO, ATLANTA, GA.
the rock and te present and conduct the religious sold at drug stores.
The marriage of Miss Rose Krause hearing,
charge,
throwing
court gave way because of the between 20 and 25 lots that are yet
Other noted divines that
hundreds of swallows that were ceremony.
to Maurice Bendix occurred last even- peace of
the people who crowded the to be' added for which owners have killing there.
weight
The Jar nearly upset will be present, are Rev. P. Tomaslni,
nesting
ing at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Simon court room.
not
been
found.
was
there
yet
Fortunately,
the boiler at the pump house some S. J., of Albuquerque, and Fathers thrown out at the elbow. This makes imart traveling suit. Mr. and Mrs.
Racharach at Las Vegas. Dr. S. Pelp-er- , no
serious accident.
Fire on Mescalero Reservation.
rabbi of congregation Montefiore,
thirty rods away, also Jarred the J. Deraches, C. Bobst, C. Cellier, L, two of Mr. Baldwin's
to Greenamyre left on the Santa Fe limchildren
of
was
Its
The
The
fire
that
Alleged
way
Hearing
Delavelle and G. Pojot. The new
Smuggler.
making
smoke stack.
Miss Krause Is the niece
officiated.
have broken limbs in the last month. ited for the Grand Canyon, and San
mtln
f
who
Resert0
Mescalero
the
Indian
Is
church
a beautiful building and
through
was.
Jo8e, ,Chavezof Mr. and Mrs. Simon Bacharach and
FranclBCO, Cal., for a honeymoon trip.
Actor Abandoned Family.
Unearthed a Mastodon.
uuve uau a preliminary examination vation waB extinguished after three
sister of Max Krause, formerly of SanWhile digging a well on his prop- was finished this Bpring. Taos Valley
On a charge or deserting his wife Mr. Greenamyre has been for the last
before United States Commissioner days' hard fighting by forest cuards
News.
ta Fe. Mr. Bendix is bookkeeper of
and child, Claude Kelly, a vaudeville two years In charge of the United
erty In the Capitan mountains, Lincoln
H. R. Whiting at Albuquerque, on a and settlers. It did
quite a good deal county, Juan Gutierrez, unearthed the
Linotype Operator Held.
the firm of Bacharach Brothers.
actor, was arrested at Albuquerque States forest service experiment staof assisting in the smuggling of damage to the grass and timber.
charge
A.
Frank Ingles was bound over to the and will be taken back to Chicago to tion near Flagstaff, Ariz., conducting
of
ckeleton
Encampment of Battery
a
mammoth
prehistoric
of
ammunition across the border to
New- Sheep Without a Shepherd.
Battery A, National Guard,
animal, generally believed to have action of the grand jury yesterday 3tand trial. Kelly had been playing In experiments at the station In the
the Mexican rebels, has been post- A band of about 200 sheep was seen heen a
Mexico, will leave Roswell about th
niastadon. The bones were charged with flourishing a deadly a theater for several days. He agreed summer time and doing special assign-men- t
-- Mu'
5
cuo"
fifteenth of next month for annual
wandering around during a storm at found about 12 feet from the surface weapon In the presence of Deputy to return to Chicago without reaulsi- work In the Albuquerque offices
.
luo
requeei oi uie uniteu Abbott, Mora county. There was no of the
it will ho In """ru "l
encampment, Thl
ground In a lot of gravel and Sherlff Jim JohnBon who had served a tion papers. Kelly was arrested upon In the winter. Miss Franklin has been
States
district
who
will
have
attorney,
herder with them. They were headed In view of the fact that nearly
the reservation of 7000 acres In the
years a stenographer
every Btibpoena paper on him. Ingles is a telegraphic Instructions from Chicago for the lost five
charge of the case. Chavez Is alleged north. The brand was letter F turned
Capitan mountains, Lincoln county.
bone of the entire animal Is Included linotype operator.
Ingles had filed- to the sheriff's office at Old Albuquer- - In the forest offices here.
uo
"
carieu
several
lu?
Tbehorses have already been secured thousand
upside down. No one appeared during in the find the discovery Is regarded
for que.
Johnson
complnint against
rounds of cartridges to Old the
to haul the equipment. The special
day hunting for them.
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assault, the charge coming out of the
as Important.
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of
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Trouble
vacation trip
FOR TAFT IS GROWING..
Importance of
evening a month ago when the inIs an Immense quantity
Massacre on Navajo Reservation.
of
Thee
Col. J. C. Tipton received a mes
reservation is for long range target rebel afents wh later smuggled the
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happened. Johnson was speed- wool
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and supplies going out
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arriving
not
that
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turned
daughtcase
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came
The
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only
practice.
up
to the Gallup authorities a day or two ily
Is B irpilslng the vol- Deadly Trouble Over Girl.
Public Library at Raton.
er, Mrs. Lillian Tipton Goleman, had
of the Peace M. W. Witt's these days. It
justice
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to
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effect
was
that
the
That
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of
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in
business
done
ume
a
over
beautiful died at Santa Rita, N. M, but the lit-jealousy
Magda'ena,
cm.rt m,ip. ... h,,nH
The Raton Library association met
and Democrats.
woman had arrived at Fort Wingate hnnH
was the cause of a battle between
says the Magdalena News. Dozens of l Wnshlnertnn. n.
.tune 2fi. A. M.
tie year-olIn the new Carnegie library at the girl
baby had also passed away
..h.k
a message that a riot had oca half dozen laborers, which resulted and was burled
bearing
four
to
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ten
from
horse
are
stevenson of Denver who held a proxy
with the mother In El
Gate City, for the purpose of gettins
Drowned In Rio Grande.
curred among the Indians on the Navain
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of one and the wounding Paso
death
in
are
wool
and
loaded
then
afternoon. Roswell
jn he Republican national committee
The body of John Mapes, a prisoner bringing
Friday
together with the new librarian. Miss of
The first rumor was
jo reservation.
three others, near Camfleld, Colo- ?.ews.
with provisions and supplies of variwas a luncheon guest of
Myrtle M. Cole of Fort Worlh. Texas
that twenty children and women have on the city chain gang, who was ous kinds to be taken back to the at Chicago
is
the
Ferntold
Daniel
story
raio,
by
Thrown by Hit Horse,
President Taft.
to arraneo matters for niacin
been killed, but this report later dwin- drowned above the dam at Hart's ranches.
andezheld
,or
Erof
was
"It
billing
pretty hard to keep quiet
librarv on a working basis. Several
Frank Fleming, the well known Gila dled to a total of seven. The
message mill Thursday morning, was recovernes( Henriques. . Fernandez is suffer- - cattleman suffered serious
e
Poisonous Insect
under the abuse," said Stevenson,
r
imhnrtrrf
ed
o'clock
at
0:30
Injuries
yesterday
morning
waB
and
to
rather
unintelligible
up
serlou
ng tr
buIlet WOJnd and when he was thrown from a horse
the Chicago convention, "but
of good quality have been received
Reynolds who was bitten
the present time It has not been con- at the Santa Fe Btreet International
r "
Aceord" while
cu8 in his fleadsome time ago by a poisonous spider my friends urged me to keep my head,
and placed on the shelves and this
working some cattle six miles firmed by Investigation.
bridge.
"ernandex, he attended a dance west of Silver
number will be materially Increased ing
The police were then notified and of some kind, Is still In a somewhat as the Roosevelt ruffians before the
City. He was dragged
While DrunK, beat His Wife.
were seeking personal en
UB waB several hundred feet and
suffered
T
by further donations before the act-'"- :
Lon Garner sent a detail of serious condition. He was under the committee
,7
Sergeant
Ricardo
Ascarate
was
arrested
at
counters."
uai opening of the library doors to the ,h J?e" of ,he ba"" Tne dead man compound fracture of the leg besides
was care of the doctor at Hoods ranger
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to
The
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body
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over
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to
bound
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ani Fernandez were the chief suitors being bruised and shaken up.
President Taft will receive the nine
public.
fished out of the stream and taken station, but was later brought home members of the
grand jury for beating his young wife
Republican national
iui me uanu oi me gin.
wuen sue
Licenses at Estancla.
to an undertaker's.
An Inquest 'was to Magdalena. Gus Grostette of Mag- committee selected in
Breaking Court Records at Roswell. favored
Marriage
a
six
with
shooter
after
home
coming
Fernandez the trouble began,
Chicago in his
What is the record-breakinSocorro
terra
Is
B.
dalena,
county,
suffering office next Monday, when the question
Marriage licenses nave been Issued at midnight Intoxicated. Mrs. Ascarate held Immediately by Coroner E.
Water Tank Bursts.
of the district court in Chaves county
an
Insect
on
with
bite
neck
the
that
the
verdict being death
of who Is the best man to manage his
The new concrete water storage at EBtancIa as follows: J. R. Robert- is In a serious condition front wounds McCllntock,
is now in progress at Roswell.
This
from accidental drowning. El Paso Is very painful and causes him much campaign will be decided. While there
eon, Duran; Annie Eunice Crist, Du- on the head about the
temple and In
is the first term of court the new tank at the Agricultural College ran; Antonio Elweil. Chill!!: Crlstlna
Inconvenience.
News.
he
which
Roswell
gave.
has been some talk of William Barnes,
the eyes made by the butt o the re- - bond,
burst and flooded the farm yard and
Elliott-Meyejudge John T. McClure has presidTorrez, Chillll; William Leary, Estan vo.ver. This was a runaway match
Pontoon. Bridge at Barelas.
Jr., ot New York, being chosen for
ed over. So far, the court is well. road.
On
the
of
home
at
Mae Woods, Estancla.
are
Saturday
of
Citizens
cla,
The
evening
last
Bernalillo
county
chairman of the committee, It Is beof a few months ago, the bride being
Wedding at Duran At the home named
under way forty-oncriminal and
In Estancla occurthe
bride's
was
build
to
home
a
at
married
parents
the
couple
preparing
bridge
pontoon
lieved that Charles Dewey Hilles, secof tne bride' Parents at Duran, Tor- the younger daughter of Margailto
fifty civil cases have been disposed
red the marriage of Miss Anna Meyer, retary to the
of the bride.
,
president, will be selectBarela. Sho was stolen from the across the Rio Grande to replace the
miss Aume Eunice
of. Most of the business has heen
Raton Reporter Changes Hands.
Three daughter ot Sheriff Julius Meyer,' to ed. The president Is said to have inhouse of her employer through her Barelas bridge temporarily.
done by Judge McClure himself. Judge C"sta" x"lllei in marrlaE to Rob-E- .
W. G. Brown of the Reporter Pubof the new Barelas bridge were George Elliott, of EI Central, Califor- timated that Hilles Is his choice for
cnaniuer window and the couple were ?pans out
L. Medler having presided in the LM 0iU RoDer's". J'ardmaster of the
swept
lishing Company at Raton, sold his induring the recent high wa- nia. The marriage service was pro- chairman.
criminal cases only one week. Two j?' P' & a w- railroad division point, terests In the company to W. T. Lance married by Justice Lopez,
nounced by Rev. Julius Hartman, In
In the big river.
ters
Those comprising the special comof
the
pastor
First Presbyterian
of the criminal cases lasted six and Te
Girl Badly Burned at Clovls.
the presence of relatives only. The mittee to confer with the president on
of Meredith, N. H., who will assume
Fourth of July Plans.
N.
ai Aiamogordo,
M., united
four days, respectively.
Miss Vernon Riley was burned bad
the management and editorship In the
The Grady Record announces that young couple will depart In a day or the national chairmanship are: Genjthe happy couple, using the beautiful near future. Lance and family will ly at Clovls, with gasoline, In endeav there will be a big Fourth of July two for their home In California. The eral Powell Clayton of Arkansas, Roy
Lawrence J. Barr and Miss Cath- ring ceremony.
move to Raton as soon as arrange- oring to put some gasoline In a boiler celebration there and Invites everyone groom is an employe of the Southern O. West of Illinois, John J. Adams of
full of clothes that was on the stove. In that
SATURDAY, JUNE 22, 1912.
erine A. McGrath, both well known
ments can be made.
part of the country to partici- Pacific railroad company at El Cen- Iowa, Charles B. Warren of Michigan,
The gasoline spilled on the stove and pate.
o
Quemado Store Sold,
tral.
Raton, were quietly
people
Died From an Insect Bite.
Thomas K. Nledrlnghaua of Missouri,
D.
of
B.
course
at
Miss
once.
and
Baca
united in marriage Sunday afternoon
brother N. G. Baca
Ignited
Riley
John Harney passed away in his
Draining Flood Lake.
JUNE 26, 1912.
WEDNESDAY,
F. W. Estabrook of New Hampshire,
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bucket
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a
hand
filled
of
the
home
a'
the bride's mother,
The big lake which formed Sunday Newell Sanders of Tennessee, Alvan
Quemp.do the past week. room in the rear of his shoe shop on
Forest Fires.
Mrs. Margaret McGrath,
with Miss 1'. B. Baca has Bold his Interest In Loai avenue at Gallup, after only a with water and a half gallon of gnso-lln- e
There have been several forest fires night several miles north ot Albuquer H. Martin of Virginia, and S. A. PerkRl
which
also
Quemado
her
ithe
Ignited
catching
of
May McGrath, sister
the bride, and
Supply Company's lew days of serious Illness. Blood
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